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Young ·wild West · surrounded By Cold
OR, ""- TREASURE ~WORTH A MILLION
-By AN OLD 3COUT
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Presently it
fixed upon the approaching canoe.
grounded and then the occupant put the paddle,
down and, seizing a rope, leaped lightly out and1
Splash-splash I Splash-splash!
made it fast to a nearby sapling.
the
caused
paddle
a
of
The regular working
This done, the squaw, who Charlie now saw
sounds.
rather young, seized the prow of the canot
was
of
It was a bright starlight night, on the bank
·
it entirely out of the water. _
pulled
and
.the sluggish stream that is called the Black
appeared!
that
ething
somup
picked
she
Then
'River, in the eastern part of Arizona . .
Cheyenne Charlie, who was doing guard duty to be quit~ he~vy, and ~alked up to the grass that
at the camp _of Young Wild West, heard the was growmg m profusion at that particular spot,
sounds, and instantly he was on the alert. It and then paused and looked around. Presently
was about midnight, and the scout had been on the Indian girl started inland toward a group of:
guard nearly two hours, for the rest had taken to rocks that showed up plainly in the starlight. U
she had looked sharply to the right she might
the two tents a little after ten.
"I wonder · who in thunder kin be comin' this have . seen t~e two tents, but she did not. , Her
way at this time of night?" he muttered, under w~ole attention was directed to the rocks, and · as,
got close to them Charlie started noiseless!:,
his breath. "I thought there wasn't anybody in • slie
•
miles of us when we stopped here an' pitched ther forward.
After looking toward the river apprehensively,
camp a little afore sunset. I'll bet it's lnjuns,
though. We're almost on ther reservation. Well, • the squaw suddenly dropped upon her hand anclJ
I won't wake any one. I'll jest sneak down to knees, and the scout was unable to see her. Bui.
ther bank behind them bushes· an' have a look. after a few seconds he beheld her in a crouching:
We ain't got no light here, so whoever it is, they attitude scraping -the loose dirt and stones that
"ion't know there's a camp here, unless they lay between two of the rocks. When she arose.
to her feet her hands were empty, so this tolil
come ashore."
Having decided upon what he intended to do, plainly that she had hidden what she carried from
•
Cheyenne Charlie stepped softly toward the the canoe· among the rocks.
bushes that fringed the bank close to the water.
It was not a very large object, and the scout
He had barely got there when he saw a canoe had 'Yell noted the fact, so he wondered what ff
come around the bend a co'.lple of hundred feet could be, for she had plainly acted as if it was.
distant. The ·stars were shining with more than rather heavy. Undicided as to what he should!
ordinary brightness, and it was easr for him to do, -Charlie stepped behind some bushes as sh&
note that th~re was but one person m the canoe. turned to go back to her canoe. The Indian girl
A& he looked sharply at the occupant of the now h ried back to the river, and just as she
approaching canoe he gave a start, for . he now was about to untie her canoe the unmistakable
aaw that it was a squaw.
f;Ounds of paddling were heard. Charlie heard'.
"This is what I call a sorter funny thing," he it, too, and he knew right away that more tha11
111µsed, as he kept his eyes fixed upon the little one canoe was coming.
craft. "A squaw comes down the river at midThe squaw gave a start, and. then stood upoa.
~ght when there ain't s'posed to be any one with- the bank in a hesitating way. This caused Char,,
In miles of the place. But it may be that she lie to decide what to do. He quickly sprang foraen the smoke from our camp-fire afore dark, ward and called out softly:
"Don't be afraid, redskin gal. I reckon some,.
1.n' aat she's took a notion to come down here for
me reason or other. Well, it's only a squaw, so body's comin' after yer."
reckon I'll ).est hide behind the bushes here an'
The squaw looked back in alarm, suppresslnsa cry of amazement.
~ what she.:s up to. There ain't no use in wakin'
Wild an' Jim or the gals."
"They're after yer, ain't they?" Charley askecf.
Be stepped back a couple of paces and crouched as he stepped before her and then took a look u,
'
lehind the bushes, all the while keeping his eyes the rivai.
CHAPTER 1.-The Squaw And The Little Iron
Box.
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·"'fhe bad Navajos want to catch Yellow ·Flower," came the reply.
"Well, I reckon we had better pull the canoe
up here an' hide it. Then maybe they'll go right
on," Charlie answered, and without waiting to
see whether she wanted it that way or not, he
stepped over and, catching the prow of the light
little craft, easily pulled it from the water, scarcely making a sound as he did so.
The Indian girl showed that she approved of
this, fot she promptly took hold of the ca:goe and
assisted him to carry it behind the bushes. Charlie motioned her to hide, and she promptly
cr9uched a few feet from him and watched the
river.
Around the · bend came three canoes, each of
them being propelled by two or wore Indians, Not
- a word did the Indian girl say, and when the
canoes went on past the open spot, and the sounds
of the paddles began to grow less distinct, she
arose and started oward the canoe as if she
meant to drag it to the water and launch it.
"Vv ait a minute," Charlie said; starting toward her. "Don't be in no hurry. I reckon there's
somebody· close by who would like to talk with
yer."
Then he pointed to the two tents, and when the
squaw saw them for the first time, she gave a
violent start.
.
"Palefaces here?" ·she asked.
"Yes, an' there's three gals with 'em, ·too. You
come with me. Don't be in no hurry to go. You're
all right. You kin bet your life the bad red!;lkins
won't hurt you. Come on, now."
The last was said in a commanding tone of
voice, and as if she felt it her duty to obey, the
·squaw nodded and followed him toward the tents.
"Hello, Wild!" Charlie called out, as he leaned
over close to the larger of the two tents. •~I
• reckon you had better git up."
"What is it, Charlie?" a voice answered from
the inside of the next moment Young Wild West,
the well-known Boy Hero and Champion Deadshot of the West, came out.
He was f6llowed by Jim Dar~, who, with Cheyenne Charlie, constituted the two partners who
traveled with him on his horseback trips through
the wildest parts of the West in search of excite·
ment an·d adventure.
Yelldw Flower, as she called herself, stood with
folded arms, acting as if she was a prisoner in
the hand~ of the palefaces.
"What is this, Charlie?" the young deadshot
demanded, as he hastily brushed back his long
chestnut hair and looked inquiringly at the midnight visitor . .
"A young squaw, Wild. She was chased down
the river by eight or nine redskins in canoes.
Afore they got within hearin' she landed right
in front of our camp almost, so that made it easy
to pull up her canoe an' let 'em go on past without knowin' she was here. But there's more to
tell. l'm leavin' that to you to git from her. •l
seen what she done, an' it ain't likely she'll deny
it. She hid somethin' among the rocks back
there."
The sound of the voices aroused the three girls
belonging to the party, who were Arietta Murdock, the golden-haired sweetheart of Young Wild
West; Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie, and
Eloise Gardner, the sweetheart of Jim Da1ct.

They were not long in making their appearance from the larger tent.
Of course, they had peered out and seen the
squaw before this, so •it was little surprise that
·
they now showed.
"Well, gals," the ,tcout said, smiling, "here's
Yellow Flower, a Navajo squaw, an' a putty
good-lookin' one, too, as far as I kin see in the
light of the stars. She didn't come down here for
the purpose of seein' us exactly, but she's here;::.
anyhow, an' I reckon maybe she'll tell all about it
jest ,as soon as Wild asks her a few questions."
Yellow Flower seemed to be greatly pleased
when she saw the two girls and the young woman come from the tent.
"Paleface maidenTall right," she said, stepping
up to them and putting out both hands.
· •
Then she gave a low bow.
"You think so, eh?" Arietta answeredf, laughingly. "Well, it is indeed. a surprise to have a
visit from you at this hour of the night. What
made you come here?"
The squaw looked around questioningly, and
presently her eyes lighted upon Young Wild West
and rested there.
"She wants you to go ahead and ask her what
she's doing here, an' what she hid among the
rocks, Wild," Charlie said with a nod.
"All right," was the reply. "I'll do it, then.''
He then stepped a little close1· · to the Indian-'
girl and said:
"What is the t;rouble, Yellow Flower?"
"Heap much trouble, paleface boy," . was the
reply, with a shake of the head.
"Well, tell us about it. What made you get in
your canoe and come down the river?"
"Yellow Flower want to hJde the little iron
box."
"You wanted to hide a little iron box, eh? What
·
.for?"
"Me no want the bad Navajos to· find the way
to the buried gold."
• As she said this all hands started, for if anything interested them it was a hidden or buried
treasure. Several · times they had gone in quest
of such, and · usually they had been sµccessfu: ,
too.
-"You didn't want th~ bad Navajos to find the
·
buried gold, eh?"
"No," Yellow Flower declared, vehemently.
"So you brought the little iron box dow.n the
river and hid it among the rocks here?"
"Yes."
"What has · the little iron box to do with the
•
buried gold?"
"A paper in the little box will show the way
to find the buried gold."
"Oh, I see."
"The grandfather , of Yellow Flower give it to
her," went on the girl, raising a hand toward the
sky and acting in a dramatic way. "The bad
Navajos must not find the gold."
'Suppose we find it, then, Ye11ow Flower. How
will that do?"
"The paleface man see where Yellow Flower ~hide the little iron box. If he finds the little iron •
box the ·secret belongs to him. Yellow Fiower
·
will not give it to the palefaces.''
"That's easy enough, Wild," Charlie spoke up.
"I s'pose from the way the secret was given to
her by her grandfather she wasn't to give it away
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to any one. But if any one should happen to find
it that would be djfferent."
Yellow Flower gave an approv ng nod, and
then all hands knew right away that she would
not be opposed to them getting possession of
what she had hidden among the rocks.
"I reckon I'd better go an' git it, eh, Wild?"
Charlie asked.
"Well, I don't know about that, Charlie. This
yi a rather peculiar business, I think. It seems
that the squaw stole away with the little iron box
contaihing the directions to get some buried ~easure, and that she didn't want !\DY one to get hold
of it. Just because you liappened to be watching
when she hid it among the rocks it doesn't $ay
that you're entitled to it."
"But she says it's all right."
"Yellow Flower say it all right," spoke up the
squaw, quickly. "But she no give it to the palefaces."
"That's different, then. Go ahead and get the
box, Charlie. I reckon Yellow Flower had better
stay here until morning, too, for the chances are
the braves who were looking for her will make
trouble for her when they find that she had hidden
what they were after."
The squaw said nothing to this, but she watched
with a sort of eagerness as the scout left the
camp and disappeared among the bushes. Char·e had no difficulty in finding the exact place
ere he had seen · her crouching, and when he
had struck a match he soon discovered traces of
fresh earth and a· little mound right between two
rocks. Digging the dirt away with his fingers,
he found the box right away. Back he came to
the camp, the box in his hand.
"Here she is, Wild," he said, holding out the
box. "I reckon it won't hardly be safe to light
a lantern, 'cause there ain't no tellin' but that
more of the redskins will be comin' down the
river or the others might take a notion to come
back. Maybe it will be jest as weJl to wait a
while afore you open the box."
Wild took it from him, and then showing how
fair and square he meant to be with the squaw,
~ said:
"Yellow Flower, this is yours. Take it. I don't
know but that it might contain the key to a great
treasure. But it don't belong to us. You said
your grandfather gave it lo you, and I am willing
to take your word for it. He1:e, take it."
Yellow Flower threw up both hands and
ste?,ped back.
'Nol" she exclaimed, triumphantly. "Yellow
Flower doesn't want the buried treasure. She
has done as her grandfather told her. He say
if somebody want to find the treasure, Yellow
Flower must hide the box. She has done it.
The palefaces have found it."
At that moment the young deadshot distinctly
hea.rd the sounds of .paddles. H~ held up his
hand warningly, and m a low v01ce exclaimed:
"Don't talk any more. The redskins are coming back up the river. Yellow Flower, you betterinto the tent with the girls."
Before the squaw could make reply the young
deadshot's sweetheart took her by the arm and
led her to the tent.
"Now then, boys," Young Wild West said in
the cool and easy way that had helped make him
famous, "if those fellows take a notion to stop
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here, I suppose there will be trouble. You say
there were eight or nine of them, I believe, Charlie."
"Not more than nine, anyway, Wild. There was
three canoes, an' I know that there was three redskins in two of 'em. But I think there was only
two in the other one."
Nearer came the paddling, and then Young
Wild West and his two partners suddenly saw
the three canoes as they came before the open
spot on the river bank.
They had almost passed the place when guttural voices sounded, and then the foremost canoe
turned sharply and came shooting toward the
bank, the other s following it.

CHAPTER II.-The Indians Are Driven Away.
The girls had gone into the tent with the squaw,
so Young Wild West and his two partners were
the only 011es outside. But they had taken their
position behind some rocks and bushes, and were
keeping a sharp watch upon the approaching
Indians.
Straight to the bank the canoes came, and as
fast as their prows struck they leaped out. One
of them struck a match and, applying it to a
torch, waited until it got to burning brightly, and
then proceeded to make an examination of the
ground.
Upon his hands and knees he crept around until he must have discovered the foot-prints of·
Yellow Flower. He did not shout at the discovery, however, but gathered the rest . about him
and spoke to them in low, guttural tones. It happened that the ground was pretty soft along the
bank of the river in that very spot, SQ, torch in
hand, the redskin looked about for the footprints. He 8eemed to be somewhat puzzled, and
as our three friends looked on they understood
pretty well why he was. The tracks were going
both ways, and it happened that the ground was
too hard to show wherJ: the squaw had gone to
the camp that was so close by.
There were eight of them, as Young Wild West,
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart could plainily see.
Quite cool, they looked on with considerable
interest as the search was kept up. Presently
one of the Indians came upon the canoe. Then
there was more talking in low tones. The canoe
was pulled out from where it had been found,
turned over and examined thoroughly, as if the
searchers thought Yellow Flower might be hidden
It was more likely, however,
somewhere in it.
that they were expecting to find the little iron
box. Already our friends had taken notice that
the faces of the redskins were pretty well daubed
with streaks of paint. This was enough eviden~e
to convince "them that they were on the war-path.
It was seldom, indeed, the Navajos ever made
an outbreak, but generally when they did they
went the limit, for several years had passed since
anything like a large band of them set out to
make war upon tl:}e palefaces.
Young Wild West knew perfectly well that ft
would not take long for the redskins to find the
camp. It was really surprislng that they had not
already done so, so if they had taken the trouble
to look they might have seen the white tents shin•
ing through the breaks in the bushes.

'
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Straight to the pile of_rocks the whole eight of you may feel like telling us what you are doing
-them went, only to come back again and stop near here. . It seems that you didn't know we were
campmg here, so you couldn't have intended to
the canoe.
"Boys, they're searching for the squaw," Young . at!~ck us. What did you come here for?"
Red Dog came with his braves to look for YelWild West whispered. "We'll wait until they get
a little distance off, and then we'll give that fel- low Flower. ShE; come here, and Young Wild
W.e st make her hide."
low waiting there a surprise."
;;You thin½ so, eh? Who is Yellow Flower?"
"That's the idea, Wild," the scout answered,
Young WIid West know plenty well. He want
while Jim nodded his head approvingly.
Two minutes later Yong Wild West motioned to fi:r_i.d the Aztecs' gold."
W?ld thought a. moment. He knew it would
for his partners to remain where they were, and
then coolly rising to his feet, he walked toward be d1iicult to convmce the Indian that the squ· w
•·
the waiting Indian. The moment he saw the boy was not there, so he decided not. to denr, it
"Red Dog," he said, after a pause ' cali your
in the starlight the Navajo leaped to his feet
'
excitedly. Quick as a flash Young Wild West braNes here."
"Y~ur Wild West make heap fight. Shoot the
covered him with a reyolver, for he knew he meant
NavaJos because they got paint on theii- faces"
to give a shout of warning.
'
"Just keep your mouth closed, redskin," the boy declared the young chief.
"No, we are not going to shoot any of you so
said, coolly. "There is no good of having any
rl!mpus about here, so keep cool and don't get ex~ long _a s you behave yourselves. Call your braves
here, I say."
cited. What are you looking for, anyway?"
The Indi~n _gave a nod, and then placing his
"Ugh!" came the reply, as the redskin partially recovered from his astonishment . "What pale- fingers to h!s lips, gave a shrill call, which echoed
along .the river banks.
face boy do here?"
. "Stopping here ovei· night, that's all. Can't
"Hip hi I Whattee mattee ?" came a voice from
you see the two tents over there? That's our the larger of t~e. two tents, and theri a Chinaman
camp."
leaped out, a big, old-fashioned six-shooter in his
'
The Navajo looked the way the boy pointed, hand.
he
time,
first
and when he saw the tents for the
~e was follo_wed by another who was carrying
shrugged his shoulders and shook his head.
a nfle and actmg very much as if he was terri
"Paleface boy got plenty friends," he said slow- fled.
ly.
"Eas~, there, you heathens," called out the
"Y€s, I suppose I have lots of friends, but I ~cout.
May~e you had better light the lantern,
though
don't happen to have a great many here,
mstead of actmg as though you're half scared to
you
of
death."
I am sure there will be enough to take care
and your crowd. I see you have got your war
"T~at's all ~ght, ,H op. Light a lantern at
do
to
ought
paint on, redskin. You know what I
once, Young Wlld West added.
to you, I suppose."
Before Hop could light the lantern and come
"Ugh! Paleface boy heap much talk; heap out . of the tent, hurried footsteps were heard
much shoot."
commg frol!l different directions. The Indians
"Yes, you can bet your life I'll heap much were hastenmg to join their chief.
then,
shoot if you don't behave yourself. Now
"Red Dog," said Young Wild West coolly
·
you coin~ with me."
your braves that if they beha;e them~
It was useless for the Navajo to think of dis: · "just tell
selves everything will be all right. Tell them
obeying, for the boy had .bim covered.
right away."
As Wild · reached out to lay a hand upon his
young chief nodded, and then quickly c.alleq..
arm, he stepped forward, nodding his head to outThe
something ,in his own tongue.
show that he was quite willing to go anywhere
Then a minute later the seven braves that had
he wished him to.
down the river with him in pursuit of the
But Wild took him by the arm, just the same, come
squaw appe!!,red _on the scene, and Hop stepped
and then_ he conducted him-straight to .the camp. from
the tent, a lighted lantern 1n his hand The
"Here he is, boys," the, young deadshot said, in
had evidently seen the group ne~1- the
his cool and easy way. "It wasn't much trouble Indians
tent as they were approaching, for they did not
to get nim."
any great surprise when they came to a
"I reckon not, Wild," the scout retorted, as he show and
lookeo at the young chief questioningly .
appeared before the redskin prisoner. "He l1ad halt,
Red Dog said somethin~to them iri the Navajo
sense enough to keep still when you told him to." language,
and then there was an exchange of
"Oh, .he saw the gun pointed at him, Charlie,"
One of the redskins stepped forward as
Jim Dart spoke up. "A redskin knows pretty ;-'lords.
1f he had suddenly come to the conclusion that he
we l what a gun can do, especidally when it is in owned
that particular part of the ground. "Me
the hands of Young Wild West."
want Yellow Flower," he said, brusquely. "She
"Ugh!" exclaimed the Navajo, looking at Jim my
daughter."
sharply. "Young Wild West?"
"You mean the squaw who came down the' river
"That's just who I am," the young deadshot
answered, laughingly. "It seems that you have irt the canoe?" Wild said, questioningly .
"Ugh! Me want Yellow Flower."
'
heard of me, redskin."
"You're her father, you_ say?"
" shoot heap much straight.
"Young Wild '
"Yes. Me Yellow Flower's father."
· about him."
Red Dog hear 1
"All right, if you want her you had better go
"You have hea,·LI plenty about me, eh, Red
and look for her. I doubt very much if she wants
Dog?" to see you even if you are her father. But what
·"Heap much."
"\Yell, all right, then. Now then, probably is the matter, anyhow?"
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At this juncture Red Dog stepped up, and
pushing the brave aside, rather angrily turned to
the young deadshot and said:
"Yellow Flower ran away from her father, and
she take something he want. You got Yellow
Flower here. Give her to her father and Injuns
all go awa.y_ in their canoes."
:Before Wild could make a reply the flap of the
smaller tent flew back and the squ·aw stepped out.
"The Indians have crooked tongues," she exclaimed, wrathfully. "Yellow Flower's father is
·
not here."
Two or three of them started toward her as if
they meant to seize and bear her away, but Charlie and Jim, who had their 1·evolvers ready1 quickly turned them upon them and forced them to
get back.
"Redskins," said Young Wild West in his cool
and easy way, as he pointed toward the river,
"I'll give you five minutes to get in your canoes
and leave this place. If you come back again
we'll shoot you down as if you were dogs. You
have your war paint on and that is enough to
satisfy me that you are looking for paleface
scalps. Now then, get a move on you. Vamoose!"
As he finished speaking he seized the chief by
the shoulder and turned him toward the river, at
the same time giving him a slight push.
The redskins wei-e all armed with pistols and
~ives, but not one of them made a move to draw
£ weapon. At first they were so much surprised
that they knew not what to do, but the chief,
after halting for a moment, went right on toward the canoes.
"Come on, boys, we must see to it that they
really ,go," Wild said, as he nodded to his part.
ners. "Fetch the lantern along, H ~-"
"Allee light, Misler Wild," the ~hmatnan answered, and then the four of them followed the
Navajos to the bank of the river. The chief
paused when he came to the canoe the Indian
girl had used to reach the spot, and then he
stooped as if to drag it to the water.
"Keep your hand£ off that, Red Dog," Wild
called out, sternly. "I reckon that canoe don't
belong to you. Even if it does, you shan't take
, with you. Get a hustle on you, and see how
fast you can paddle up the river. If you don't
go quick enough to suit us we'll open fire on you
and show you how straight we can shoot."
They all looked around, and seeing that the
three were ready to open fire in case things did
not go to suit them, they turned to the canoes and
quickly embarked from the shore.
"Give me that lantern, Hop," Wild said, and
taking it from the Chinaman, he placed it behind
a bush and then bade all hands to get back a
short distance. They could hear the 1·edskins
paddling away as the canoes went up the stream.
Suddenly there came a lull in the sounds, and
then the report of a rifle rang out and the lantern
wa,, extinguished.
"Just a I thought,"·the young deadshot said,
coolly, as he turned to his companions. "I put
1,bat lantern there on purpose to try them. It
"'teem to me to be quite natural that they would
_ take a shot at it if they 1·eally were ready to do
us harm. Now then, I'll just get my rifle and
climb a tree. I don't want to hit any of them,
but I'U send a bullet close enough to them to make
them paddle a little faster."
The boy quickly ran toward the tents, but
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Arietta had heard what he said, and she met him
with his rifle. There was a tree handy by, and
up it the young deadshot went with the agility
of a squirrel. Before he was half way to the top
he could see the starlit river pla.inly. The canoes
were at a standstill, and it was easy for him to
guess that the braves in them were all looking
with the expectation of seeing some one appear
on the bank. Wild had no difficulw in picking out
the chief on account of his head'dress, and, getting
a good footing upon the liml:Js of the tree, he leveled his rifle and, taking a quick aim, pulled the
trigger.
Crang!
As the report rang out he saw the chief make
a grab for the top of his head.
"I reckon I caused him to lose two or three
feathers," the boy muttered, with a chuckle. "Ah I
Now they have decided to go on. WelI, that's
just what I wanted them to do."
Sure enough, the Indians began paddling away
with all their might, ap.d the three canoes moved
rapidly up the river. Wild remained in the tree
until they had disappeared from view, and then
he quietly descended.
"Didn't make a mistake an' git one of 'em, d
ye, Wild?" Charlie asked, expectantly.
"I never make a mistake, Charlie," was the reply. "I shot two or three feathers from the head
of the chief, that's all. It was quite a loni shot,
but the stars gave me light enough to do 1t. Of
course, I had to make a guess about it. But the
'
bullet went where I wanted it to go."
"I reckon· if I'd been doin' it I'd shot a little
too low, an' the bullet would have fetched the
blamed chief in the head.""
"Probably. But I shot an inch or two higher
than I might have done if it had been broad daylight. But it's all right. I saw him clap a hand
to his head, so I know it touched his headdress if
nothing else."
The squaw listened keenly to everything the
boy said, and when he had finished speaking she
gave a nod and then sat down upon a rock and
put her face in her hands.
"Et, I reckon you had better cheer her up a little," Wild said to his sweetheart. "It certainly
won't do for her to leave here now. They are just
about angry enough to do her harm."
"Of course we won't let he1, leave here to-night," was the reply. "Come, Yellow Flower.
Don't be afraid. We'll take good care of you."
The squaw submitted to being led into the tent
again, and when the girls had all joined her there
Young Wild West nodded to his partners and advised that they make preparations for an· attack.
It happened that there were a couple of falien
trees not far distant, and under the united efforts
of the five they were dtagged to the spot and
placed so they would form quite a shelter in case
the Indians came back and attacked the camp.
But to strengthen the position still more all the
big stones that could be handled easily were rolled
up in a row.
"Now then, Jim," said the young deadshot,
nodding to the Wyoming boy, "you go ahead and
keep watch for a coui,le of hours, white the rest
of us will turn in. We broke our rule to-night
by letting Charlie go on first. But he suggested
it himself, and the result has proved that we are
in a fair way to go through quite an adventure."
"We'll find that blamed Aztec gold if there's
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any to be found, an' you kin bet your life on
that!" the scout exclaimed, as he turned and entered the tent.
· :
A few minutes later' the camp was in silence,
with Jim Dart on the watch.

CHAPTER ' Ill.-Off to Find the Gold.

r

,..

Contrary to the expectations of Young Wild
West and his friends, the Indians did not come
back again that night. Jim Dart remained on
guard until his time was up, and then Wild relieved him. But daylight came, and with it the
!lsual so~ds to be heard in th«:; early morning
m such wild places. The sluggish river flowed
on upon its winding way, and just as there came
a red glow in the east, Wild stepped over to the
tent and aroused the cook, at the same time
.awakening the ,others who were sleeping in th•
tent. Seeing that it was broad daylight, Charlie
and Jim at once arose and came out of the tent.
Wing Wah was not long in gathering the fagots
~ wanted to kindle a fire, and then after he had
indulged in a good wash from the water he took
from the river, he proceeded to make preparations for the breakfast. By the time the coffee
was boiling over the fire Arietta appeared. She
was followed by Yellow Flower, and then Anna
and Eloise came out.
The squaw appeared to be st•mewhat . dejected,
though a faint smile showed upoh h'.!:i: face when
Young Wild West and his partners bade her a
plel!,sant good-morning.
.
"l hardly think &he has slept very ·much, Wild,"
Arietta. said. "She seems to be in a sort of fear.
Once she told me when I questioned her that Red
Dog and his braves would surely put her to.death
when they learned what she had done with the
little iron box."
,
-.,That reminds me," Wild spoke up. "I reckon
it's about time we look inside the box. I put it in
the tent last night, thinking it would be just as
well to wait until this morning. Now is a good
time to look at it while we are waiting for the
breakfast. Charlie, you take a look up the river."
"Suppose I climb the tree here and take a look,"
Jim Dart spoke up.
"That will be better. Do it if you like, Jim."
"I'm just in the humor to climb a tree," was
the laughing rely, and then Jim showed how well
he could do it. He went on up until he was high
enough to see quite a distance up the 1·iver, and
after waiting for fully five minutes he reported
that there was not a sign of the redskins or any
other living thing to be seen, save a few small
birds. When he descemled he was just in time
to see Wild forcing the small iron box open. Yellow Ffower sat on a rock near, watching him, her
face immovable. What she was thinking just
then they could only imagine. The box once open
Wild found a piece of parchment that was yellow
with age.
"You really want us to keep this, do you?" he
said, nodding to the squaw:
"Paleface find it, so the paleface must keep it,"
she answered, as she nodded to Cheyenne Charil&.
",<\.11 right. It may be that we will go and look
for the buried gold you spoke of."

Then Wili spead ' out the parchment, and .all
hands came close to have a look at it. A rude
ch~rt was inscribed upon it in some sort of ink
which had not faded a particle. Upon the edges
all around were curious Indian characters but
an arrow pointed to~ard a six-pointed star' that
was. _upon the chart. Not being able to read the
Indian characters, our friends would have been
at a great disadvantage if they could not find
some one to interpret them for them Thinking
th~t pos~ibly the squaw might · refuse to do this,.
WIid decided to use a little strategy.
"Very good, Yellow Flower," he
id, nodding
to her. "Maybe we'll go and find the gold."
"Young Wild ·west understand?" the girl asked,
somewhat surprised.
"Yes, I reckon we won't have any trouble in
fi!lding where this place is," and the boy placed
his finger upon the star-toward which the arrow
pointed. "This," he went on, drawing his finger
along a crooked line, "is the river," and then he
nodded his head toward the · stream they were
camped so close by.
"No," ~~e sq'.law spoke up, sharply. "Tha; a
strange river. Not very wide, but very -deep. It
goes off down under the ground. My grandfather
say that. He was there. The river goes to a big
hole in the ground, where the Aztecs had heap
much stone houses."
·
·
"Oh,.I understand now. I made a little mistake.
This is not a river, but a stream that comes
down from the mountains and loses itself underground, is that it?"
"Young Wild West speak right."
"This stream is n·o t very far from here, is it?"
"Not very far," was the reply. "If we start
when the. sun comes up we'll find the water which
goes under th! ground when the sun is up there,"
and she pointed directly over her head.
Wild nodded and then took a close scrutiny of
the chart.
It did not take nim long to understand it better, for at one corner of it a river flowed, and
close to it several tepees were rudely marked out.
"This is the Black River, Jim," he said to
Dart, wh~ was leaning over his shoulder "and
here is the reservation. That means that the underground stream starts in the mountains something like ten miles from here and flows on to
the southwest to this pcimt."
.
He placed his finger upon the spot where something had been scratc' ed out, no doubt to signify
that it meant nothing.
"That must be it, Wild. All we have to do then
js to strike out a little to the south, and we'll
C!)me upon it. But there's quite a high range
right before us, and we might have a iittle
trouble in getting over it."
"That's all rig)l.t. We ·c ame up here for no
particular purpose any more than to hunt up
something in the way of an adventure, so I
reckon we'll break camp - right after breakfast
and strike out in that direction."
"You go to find the Aztec gold?" Yellow
Flo:wer asked, looking at the young deadshot-1
cunously.
•
"Yes," was the reply. "Do you want to go with
us? "
•
"Yellow Flower no want to go back to her
people. They will all hate her for letting the·
palefaces have the secret of her grandfather."
¥
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"They all knew you had it, then?"
"Yes, they know. The good Navajos no want to
go to the village of their ancestors. But some
of the Navajos want to go very much. They like
the vold t}-.e same as the palefaces."
·
"Red., Dog is one of them, I suppose?"
"Yes Red Dog anc! seven more. They very
bad Navajos. The good Navajos no like them,
so they try to steal the little iron box."
"They tried to steal it trom you, eh?"
"Yes. When me find out they want it me get
in my canoe when the sun set last night."
"And you kept on coming down the river until
midnight, eh?"
"Yi:s, Young Wilt West. Me want to get far
away and hide the box· where they no find it."
"And as luck would have it you came right
close to our camp to hide it, all right, Yellow
Flower. You are going with us. We'll take care
of you, and if we happen to find the Aztec gold,
you shall have a gene'rous share of it, and we'll
see to it that your people won't harm you for
it, either."
"Yellow Flower like the paleface maidens heap
much," dedared the squaw, as she turned and
looked at the girls, her eyes shining with admiration.
"And we like you, Yellow Flower," Arietta .declared, as she took both her hans)s. "You are a
good Indian girl."
This pleased her greatly, and she became very
-eheerlul and insisted on lending- a hand to the
cook in the nreparations for the breakfast. When
the meal was ready for them to sit down, Arietta insisted on the squaw joining the circle.
At first she did not want to do this, but finally
consented, and then, after a little shyness, proceeded to eat as heartily as did any of the rest.
All this tirr.e Young Wild West and his partners had . been keeping an occasional watch toward the river, as well as around them in other
directions. But to all appearances there was not
an'other person within miles of the spot.
"I reckon we had better try and hide our trail,
Wild," the scout observed, as he finished eating
}lis breakfast and was filling his pipe with toPbacco. "If we don't, the blamed redskins will
foller us an' make lots of trouble. You seem
to feel as if you don't want to shoot none of
'em, so if we could hide the trail there wouldn't
be no chance of <loin' it."
"Right you are, Charlie. I reckon we'll be able
to fix that oart of it all rig-ht. It doesn't take
a great deal of trouble to hide a trail in this
particular part of the country. If we strike out
toward that high ridge• that's not more than
eight or ten miles from here, the chances are
we'll come upon same patches of ground where
even the prints of stee1-shod hoofs won't show."
Anna and the squaw lent Wing a hand in clearing away the remains of the early repast, and
when this had lieen done the two Chinam.en proceeded to load the pack-horses with the camping, outfit and the supplies they had with them.
Young Wild West and Arietta sat on the bank
of the river while this was being done, and when
Charlie called to th~m that everything was in
readiness for a start, they turned to their lu>rses
and found them saddled and waiting for them.
Wild assisted his sweetheart to mount her
cream-white broncho, Snowflake, and then swung
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himself upon the back of his sorrel str.l!ion Spitfire. Dressed . as thev were in fancy hunting and
riding suits, the boy and girl surely. made a very
handsome, as well as dashing, appearance, as
they set out at the head of the little line.
There being no extra horses belonging to the
party, Eloise permitted the squaw to ride with
her. But since they were not going more than
twenty or thirty miles, according to the chart
and what the squaw had said, this would not
mean a great deal. At the rear came the two
Chinamen, each riding a piebald broncho and leading a ·loaded pack-horse, while close at the side
of Hop a small mule trotted. · This was a pet
the clever Chinee had acquired some weeks before, and the animal seemed· to be as much devoted to him as he was to it. When they. had
covered perhaps half a mile from the spot where
they had camped during the night, Wild advised
Charlie to ride back to make sure that they were
not being followed. The scout went half way
back to the river, but failed to find any sign1
of any one.

CHAPTER IV.-The Two Villains.
The party continued on and at length they came
to the foot of a line of cliffs that reared them§elves many feet upward. As far as they could
see there was no possible chance of getting to the
' top of the ascent, so Young Wild West· called a
halt, and, dismounting, nodded to his partners,
and said:
"Well, boys, if we are goinJ1: to reach that
stream of water that flows on underground to
where the buried gold lies, I reckon we have got
to find a pass, for it certainly looks as if that
will be the only way we can get any further in
this direction."
"Maybe the squaw knows how to J1:it there,
Wild," the scout suggested.
"I hardly think she does, or she would have
said something before this, but I'll ask her anyhow."
.
The young- deadshot walked over to the squaw,
who had dismounted with Eloise to give the horse
a breathing spell.
"Yellow Flower," Wild said, looking at her and
smilinJ1: reassuringly,- "you must know a way to
get to this stream of water you have been tellinJ1: us about."
"No, Young- Wild West," and the girl shook
her head. "Me no know. My gra:ri,ifather no say
when he give me the littfe iron box. Maybe,""
she added, as she pointed toward the river they
had left behind them, "you find pretty quick if
you go that way."
"We would find a lot of redskins pretty quick,
too, I suppose," and the boy laughed.
"Maybe we find Red Dog and the other bad
Navajos."
"Well, we wouldn't be much afraid ~ them if
we did. But I reckon we'll find a way to get
through here. We'll take half an hour to look
around, anyhow."
Charlie suggested that they leav~ the h11tse1
there with the girls and walk in different directions along the f-oot of the cliffs. This struc11
Wild as . being a good idea, so he started t~ the
right while the scout went to the lfl"'t.
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''Which .,;ay will I go, Wild?" Jim called out,
smilingly.
·
,
"You had better stay here with the girls, Jim,"
was the answer.
"All right," was the ,reply, so Jim sat down to
take it easy until they came back.
But it was less than five minutes that he had
to sit there, for suddenly he heard the voice of
Cheyenne Charlie callinl? out jubilantly:
"Here she is. Come right this way."
Jim made no reply, but waited for Charlie to
return. In a few seconds he came around a bend
in the· cliff, waving his hat excitedly.
"Where's Wild?" he asked, when he saw the
young deadshot had not yet got back.
"He'll be along presently, I suppose, Charlie,"
Jim answered. "But say, did you find a way -to
get through the ridge?"
"Yes, an' a dandy one, at that. There's a very
narrow ' gorge right up here a little ways, an' it
runs right on through. There's water runnin'
brought it, so I was thinkin' that maybe that
is the stream we're looking for."
"Probablv it is. We'll wait until Wild comes
back, and then we'll go over and have a look
at it."
·
• ,
But. the scout was not going to wait for the
ycung deadshot to return. He set out in the direction he had taken, and soon came in sight of ·
him. Then he called out to him, and the result
was that the young deadshot soon returned with
him to where the rest were waiting.
•
"I knew there · must be some sort of way to
get to the other side of the ridge," Young Wild
West said, in his cool and easy way. "Now, then,
girls, get onyour .horses. We'll go right on, and
the chances are that before noon we'll be pretty
close to this wonderful Aztec village that is supposed to be buried deen under the g:r;ound."
It did not take them lonl? to reach the opening the scout had discovered. It· was really nothing more than a narrow pass that nature had
formed, and it ran in crooked fashion, as they
could easily see. But Charlie had entered it and
proceedea far enough to find a stream of water
that came trickling down the steep ascent. W en
they got to this, Yellow Flower gave 'a nod and
exclaimed:
·
"Maybe this is the place my grandfather told
me about. Let me 'look.''
·
Wild knew she wanted the chart, so he quickly
produced it and handed it to her. Then while
they remained at a halt the squaw traced the
chart with her finger, and when she had looked
off to foe left a\id noted the high mountain peaks,
she nodded her head with satisfaction, and declared that this must surely be the stream of
water.
" All right, Yellow Flower," the young deadshot said, as he took the chart from her and put
it away. "We'll ride on a mile or two and see if
the stream grows any larger."
But before they had gon() half a mile they saw
that it was much larger, since in several places
there were brooklets that emptied into it. The
water was not very deep, however, and was very
cleur. Before starting over what mfght be called
a patch of desert, the horses were permitted to
l1ave a drink and the riders took advantage of
it also and filled· the water jugs that the pack11.orses carried, since there was no telling when

· they might need it. A mile further on and they
came to a series of hummocks of reddish rock.
There was a growth of cactus at one side antl
some of it was as high as ten feet, making it
appear almost like a grove of small trees. Wild
chose to go around the bed of cacti, and just
as he was turning toward the creek again, what
was his big surprise to see two men standing on
the shad~ side of a big rock, looking at them
expectantly. The young . deadshot rode ahead in
his cool and easy way, noting as he did so that
there were four horses standing near the men. .
The two looked at them curiously at first, but
as the party drew nearer they put on an air
of insolence, and one of them caUed out:
"You folks lookin' for a p1ace to have a
picnic?"
"Not exactly, my friends," Wild answered, smilingly. "I reckon if we were lc!oking for such a
place it would be hard to find it in these parts."
"Oh, I don't know about that. Any pl.ace is
~·ood enough for a picnic out this way. Me an'
my pard is ready for one right now."
_
"Oh, I understand what you mean now. You
~re lookii:ig for trouble, then."
"You kin call it that if you want to, but I
reckon there won't be a whole lot of trouble about
it. S'pose you ride un an' pay us a little toll.
We · sorter feel as if iWe're the first ones to git
in this part of the country, an' that makes us
in charge of it. Neither me nor my pard hasgot a whole lot of money, so if you folks do.t;17
mind givin' us fifty or a hundred apiece, everything will be all right."
.
Wild laughed heartily at this, for he regarded
it as very much of a joke. But when he saw the
two suddenly turn their rifles upon them, }ie knew
tr.at they were serious.
"Don't shoot," he called out, acting as if he was
somewhat afraid. "We are not looking for any
trouble, if you are. We have got considerable
money with us, and maybe we· can arrange this
matter satisfactorily."
"That sounds a little bit better, kid. I thought
you sorter acted as if you meant to put U'P a
fight."
·
"Put up a fijfhtl Why, we don't want to fight."Then Wild dismounted and left the sorrel stal-~ i,
lion standing, while he walked leisurely up to the
two villains, for such thev surely were.
Charlie and Jim quickly joined him, leaving the
girls and the ChinamE:P about fiftv feet further
back.
"Four horses here, I see," Wild observed, as
he looked at the animals. "There ·must be two
n1ore of you somewhere.''
"Maybe there is an' maybe there ain't," the one
who had been doing all the talking so far answered, tartly.
"Well, if there afe no more of you, you surely
don't need four horses. I'd buy one of them."
"You would, eh? Well, we ain't got no horses
for sale. The two extra horses you see was taken
along for a purpose. Maybe we'll need 'em to
carry somethin' back with us. We're prospectin'
for gold, an' we expect to find a heap of it afore
very long." .
"I'm glad to hear that. f thought you might
be thieves by the way you talked."
"Thieves, eh? Meanin' by that, I s'pose, 'cause
we asked you to pay toll.''
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•Yes, that's about the size ot it."
it. Now then, how does it happen that you are
"Well, don't you think you ought to give us away out this way, and with two extra horses?"
a little somethin'?"
"We brought two extra horses along to ' he:p
"I can't understand why we should give you carry back the g-old, if we find any."
anything. This is a free country, and one has
It was Bill Caboose who answered this quesas much right here as another."
tiont and he diµ it as if he was afraid his pard
The one who was not saying anything made a mignt make a reply before him.
move to point his rifle at the boy. But he was
"But there are no pack-horses here. They are
quick enough. Wild leaped forward quickly - all saddled .and bridled ready to ride. There must
and struck it from his . hand, at thsi same time have been two . more men with you. Where are
pulling a gun.
.
·
they now?"
"See here, my friend," he said, in his cool arid
1'ie men exchanged glances, and then turned
easy way, "I reckon you pointed that rifle at us theu eyes to. the gr~und. Boj;h w-=:re very uneasy
once, and that's quite enough. You mustn't think no":, for neither Wild nor Charlie _had lowered
tor one moment that we're a lot of fools. I'll their revolvers. The young deadshot could re~d
cive y-0u to understand right now that you have them pretty well, · He knew they were rank viitot to behave yourselves or take your medicine." lain~ from the very start, and the fact th..at there
"One man an' two boys, Bill," the other called were four hors-=:s and only two men there sugout as he gave a leaJ> to get behind a neighbor• gested .to his mmd that the other two men had
in ' rock
been killed, perhaps murdered.
~
·.
. ,,
"Sam Long," the young deadshot said, speaking
Stop right where you ~rel
.
h
~ a voice that was full of meaning, "you may
"It was Cheyenne Charlie who spoke, and ~ erde as well own up to it that you and -your pard here
was a revolver in his hand which was pomtell got away with the other two men There were
directly at the fellow's breast. He stopped a
f
.,., ·
h
.,._. you w en you s_tarted out· t· hi s way, and
rig ht' and then looked around in a fnghtened- I our
know it."
way.
.
_
.
"Well, young feller, if you know it, what's the
"-Jim," said the young deadshot, t?e vestig1; of use of sayin' any more about it?" exclaimed Sam
a smile on his face as he nodded his head with- Long, doing his best to appear indifferent but
.fflt taking his eyes from the man he wa~ cover- making a miserable failure of it.
· '
mg, "just relieve these two rascals of their hard"Come n.ow," said the boy, as he stepped up a
ht
Wild,, nd the Wyoming boy little closer, at the same time pushing his re-g_cklyouf are,rd and e!'on had taken 11 their volver tow11;rd the man's face. !'Tell the truth a!."¥~ ~
y ~
~~~~ - ~~~~~~
wea:gons.
the other two, didn't you?"
"What does this mean, anyhow?" the talkative
"If we did it was a ·f air fight, wasn't it, Bill?"
one asked, in a voice that trembled slightly.
"It sa.rtinly was a fair fight," Bill Caboose de"You know pretty well what "it means, I clared. "They started it' cause they thought we
reckon," Wild answe:ed, coolly.
You thought had found a bi_g- treasure, an' they wanted it for
you would put up a big bluff and force us to pay themselveq.''
you some money. But the bluff didn't v.:ork. I
Our friends pricked up their ears when 'they
ftekon if there had been twenty of you mstead heard the mention of a treasure.
of only two it would have been the same way.
"They thciught they had found a blg treasure,
Only perhaps there .would hav~ been quite a raw eh?" Wild asked, after a pause.
tC} drop dea~- Now then, I ~m gou,ig to ask you
"Yes: but it was a mighty big mistake, 'cause
-1' few q!}est1ons, and if I think you re not telli~ we didn't fuld it "
th
the truth, I am goin~, to shoot you. In
fir
"And they waiited it all for themselves, and
-place, who are you 'l
,,
started things ~oing, did they?"
"What do you want to know that for? came
"Yes, they tried to drive us away an' then we
the reply in a dogged tone of voice.
.
had a quarrel an' some shootin' was done. Me an'
''Hold on, now. You heard ~hat I said. I be- Bill happened to be the quickest, an' that's all
lieve that you are a flt subJect to be shot or there is to it. Now then, you know all about it,
hanged, anyhow. Tell me who you are.''
an' that's why. there's four horses an' only two
"My name is Sam Long, and my pard is Bill of us here." • ·
Caboose."
"A11 right. I believe what you say, so I'll buy
"Sam Long and Bill Caboose, eh? What busi• one _of ;he horses. How much ·money do you want
ness are you in?" ,
for 1t 'l
"We're prospectors."
"I told you we didn't want to sell no horses."
"Hold on a minute, now. You are something
"But we need one, and I'm willing ·to ·pay for
else, too, and you know it.'~
,, it.''
·
"I don't know of anYthinir else, young feller.
"Say, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie interrupted,
"Yes, you do. You d.o a little bit of stealln~ "what right has these two measly coyotes got to
sell horses that don't belong- to 'em?"
110w and then when you get the chance, don t
~u ?"
"I was thinking of that, Charlie. But I don't
1
Both men hunJ? their heads, and there was no want to take a horse for nothing. I'll give them
reply.
a hundred dollars. _J ust pick out the one you
"Come, speak out. Own up to it. It will be all think will suit best."
the better for you.''
"All right, jest as you say."
"Maybe we've done· a Uttlf'•m that line now and
Charlie selected a tough-looking roan which
tJien. But what's the use of talkin.' about it?"
was in pretty good condition.
"That's all I want to know about that part of
"Hold on, there!" Bill Caboose spoke up. "That
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is mv horse. I bought an' paid for him with good
money."
Ch'arlie was going to take the horse, anyhow,
but Wild stopped him.
"If it's his horse, let him keep it. Take one of
the others."
It happened that the next one the scout picked
out had been the property of one of the two men
who had been slain, so it was satisfactory to the
.
villains .
Wild paid them a hundred dollars, giving each
fifty, and then he told Jim to give them back
,
their weapons.
, "I'm goinl?' to give you fellows a little advice,"
he said, as they were· ready to go · on. "You put
up an awful bluff when we came here because
you thought you could frighten us and make us
hand you over some money. Now, don't you ever
try any such thin!! again, because if you do you
may be shot down like dogs . . As I told you a
little while ago, it would have made no difference
if there had been twenty of you instead of onl.r
two. We could have taken care of them all. My
name is Young Wild West, and these two fellows
are m_y partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jinf Dart.
I don't know whether you have ever hear.d of us
or not, and I don't care, either."
It was ev,ident that the villains had heard of
the young deadshot and his partners, for they
started violently and then looked at each other
in silence. ·
"Much obliged to you for lettin' us off so easy,
Young Wild West," Sam Loni?' declared, and he
spoke as if he was in real earnest.
"Don't mention it," w:as the laughing reply. "Go
ahead and look for the treasure you are after. •
We'll go on about our business. Maybe we'll
manage to work our way over into New Mexico
in a day or two. Then it won't take us a great
while to reach Silver City."
"Headin' for Silver City, eh?" Bill Caboose
asked.
· "Yes, we intend to stop there."'
"We thought maybe you might be lookin' for a
1 treasure."
'
"What made you think that?"
"Oh, 'cause we're lookin' for one."
"What sort of a treasure?"
"Oh, some buried place where tnere's plenty
of gold that's been layin' there for hundreds of
years. We he;;trd tell about it up on the Indian
·
reservation two or three days ago."
"You can hear. plenty of stories about treasures, I suppose. I have heard them myself, but I
never take a great deal of stock in them."
"But there's one out this way somewhere. Maybe it would be a good idea to jine in with us an'
help find it.."
Our friends wondered how the two villains
could know anything about the treasure they were
searching for. But it might be simply a story
they had heard, and were taking the chances
on finding one, -,.o they said no more about it.

CHAPTER V.-Wild Meets With a Mishap.
-Sam Long and Bill Caboose seemed heartily
,rlad when Young Wild West and his friend::;
turned to ride away from the spot. The squa w

was now upon tire back of the newlv acquainted
horse, and she seemed perfectly contented to ;ro
·
•
wit1' them.
They kept right on, ollowing th·e course of the
stream of water, which soon began to narrow, and
deepen and flow with more force, since there was
now a gradual descent showing. They kept a good
watch behind them, for they knew p1·etty well the
sort of men they had to deal ·with in the two they
had left bepind them. If they had been b< 'j;;
en_ough to try to make a hold-up they certainly
might try to get the best of them in spite of the
'
setback thev had met with.
It was near noon V.'. hen the party entered what
seemed to be a veritable oasis, for half surrounded
by steep- cliffs and nestling in a little hollow was a
·
veritable wild garden.
They had come upon it suddenly, too for the
number of high sandhills had shut the sc~ne from
them until they were within three hundred yards
of it.
"Me know, me know!" exclaimed Yellow Flower
clapping her hands. "My grandfather say that.';
"What did your grandfather say?" Arietta asked, turning· to her, for the girl was riding close at
her' side.
"He say that where the flowers and fruit grow
·the water go through a hole under the earth.''
"He did, eh ? Well, then we surely have found
the right spot. But, Yellow Flower · how ·are ,'-"'·
'
·
to get down to it?"
"You must find holes in the cliff that way and
that way," ~nd she pointed to the right and left.
The h1xunant grass. that grew there was tempting _to the horses, _and th~y could hardly b~ restd'med from gettmg ·at 1t before their bridles
were removed. Young Wild .West always saw to it
that the horses were well provided for before looking to their own comfort, even though they were
going to stop for a short time. He knew that the
faithful animals would carry them all the further
if they were well taken care of and provided with
what they needed to eat.
For over two hours our friend s remained in the
cool place they had come up.on so unexpectedly
~nd then just as they were getting ready to lea~"
1t and find where the water lost itself under.:'
ground, the sounds of horses ' hoofs hitting the
ground came to their ears.
"I r eckon them two sneakin' coyotes is comin'
Wild," Cheyenne Charlie remarked, as he got up
and went to a slight elevation so he might look
_
back the way he had come.
"It's more than likely, Charlie. I expected they
would follow our trail," was the reply.
The scout was-not long in seeing two horsemen
riding toward them. One of them was leading
a riderless horse behind him, and then he knew
right away that it must be Sam Long and Bill
Caboose.
"It's them, all right,'.' he said, a grin on his face
as he turned and came back. "They won't see
us till we git right here. Let's be mighty quietlike an' see how surprised they'll· be."
"All right, we won't say a word."
'.l'he scout sat down1 pulling one of his revolver '
as he did so.
"I reckon we may as well be ready for 'em,
'cau;;e there ain't no tellin' what they might do,"
he observed.
Nearer came the sounds made by the app1,oaching horses, and a minute later they appeared right
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by our friends. The moment the two saw them taking it easy there in the shade they brought their
horses to a -halt and showed considerable surprise.
Hop had left the dead s'hake as well as the rubber
imitation lying upon the rock, and both .w ere
spread out at full length. Th~ imitation was rather
small, but it looked to be just as real as the dead
one. It happened that the two men halted right
rltmr the rock, and they could not help seeing the
t o objects stretched upon it. .
•
- 'So you fellows thought you would follow us,
eh?" Young Wild West said in -his cool and easy
way, as he arose to his feet and walked toward
them.
"We. was comin' this way, anyhow, Young Wild
West," Long answered, with a shrug of the shoulders.
"Oh, you were, eh? Well I am rather 1glad you
two happened along, for I want to ask you one
more question."
"Go ahead an' ask it, then."
"What sort of a place are you looking for, anyhow? You heard about it from Indians, I believe. Is it a place under the ground, where a
stream of water loses itself and goes down into
a hole?" •
"Yes, I reckon that's jest the kind of a place
we're lookin' for."
"How did you learn about· it?"
"From some In.iuns."
'Did you learn how you were to get to the place
'Yhere the gold is hidden?"
"No, that;s the part of it we couldn't :find out.
The Injuns didn't seem to know that."
.
"All right, that is all. I suppose you feel like
resting here a while, so we'll turn the place over
to you. We are going away ~rom here.',
. The two villains looked relieved. 'Y1thout saying anything more to theTn, but ~eepmg a prett;y
good watch upon them, Young Wild West and his
friends made -preparations to leav7 the pretty
little glen. When they mounted their horses and
st\rted to ride away, Wild turned to them and
called out:
"Well, I hope you have luck and fin? the gold.
We are looking for it ourselves. and 1f we hapto get ahead of you, you mustn't. feel s~re over
it and try to kill us and get possession of it. .
"Don't' think we would do anything like that,
Young Wild West," Sam Long declared. "Jest
•cause we tried to git a little money out of you
don't mean that we would kill yer for ,the ~ake of
glttin' hold of gold. Neither one of us 1s built that
way."
.
·
Wild laughed lightly at this.
"I wouldn't trust you,n he retorted. "But never
mind. We'll take our chances on it, anrhow. If
there is going to be any killing done, you fellows
are more apt to be the •wlc-ums." .
"We know that all right, 'cause you're the
Champion Deadshot, an' when you shoot you alwavs fetch down your man."
,rwell, good-by till we meet again."
So saying, Wild rode along after the rest, who
had already started.
·
They went around through the shrubbery and,
followinl! the course of the stream, which was
now runninl!.' swiftly, they soon reached the place
where it disappeared underground._ Before he
left, Hop took the rubber snake, but left the
dead one there, and when the two villains saw
him put it in his pocket they looked at him 1n
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surprise. Neither made any comment, however,
and the cllver Chinee made up his mind right
then and there that if he met them again he
would have some fun with them with t~e rubber
snake.
"Me fixee, Misler Charlie," he said, as he pointed off to where they had left thvwo villains.
"Ley allM samee thlinkee· me l!,'ottee dead snake
in um pockee. Me makee um s-nakee· velly much
'live, so be, when me see lem some more."
"You kin b~t your life you will, heathen. But
never mind about that now. Here we are at the
end of the creek.''
·
"Not at the end of it, Charlie," his wife corrected, "but where it disappears. I have no doubt
that the stream runs a great deal further, possibly away down intu the bowels of the earth.''
"There's some lake down there, I s'pose. There
has been an earthquake at some time, an' most
likely htere's lots of old buildin's that was made
by the Aztecs hundreds of years ago," the scout
· answered, for he was well acquainted with such
facts, having- -r,ut in quite an experience in that
particular direction.
·
Wild had already dismounted, and stepping- to
the steep bank where the water rushed into a
dark hole, he leaned over and peered into t he
blackness that lay beyond. A dull, -roaring sound
came to his ears, and he' knew that it was evident that the stream ran mare steeply after it .
· got under the ground.
"Et," said he, turning to his sw~theart, "if we
had a 'canoe here we might take the risk of going
to the treasure spot in that way.''
"Oh, no," Arietta retorted, shaking her head.
"I wouldn't want to risk a thinl!.' like that, Wild.''
"Well, I don't know. If it really is as Yellow
Flower has told us, it might be all right."
"But how could the horses get through?" the
girl ~sked, looking at him as if she believed he
meant what he said.
"Oh, · I was onJy joking, Et. Of course, we
w ldn't think of such a thing as taking the
chances of making a trip underground in a
canoe.''
.
· He turned to step backward toward the girl,
when without the least warninl!.' a portion of the
bank he had been stanaing upon suddenly g_ave
way beneath his feet, and as quick as a flasli he
was thrdwn into the water. One sharp cry of
·alarm came from him, and then he was wJiisked
out of -their sight.
GHAPTER VI.-Underground.
Consternation seized Younl!,' Wild West's companions when he so suddenly disappeared from
their view. Just how it happened they scarcely
knew, and it was not until Ariett;a ran close to
the bank and saw the dirt still droppinl!.' into the
water that she _fully realized the cause.
"Oh, Charlie!" she exclaimed, as she turned to
the scout, her face very pale, "Wild has surely
gone to his death.''
. "Easy, Arietta," came the reply, but Charlie
spoke in a very husky tone of voice, which told
that he really agreed with her. "Jest 'cause he
tumbled into the water don't say that he's dead.
It ain't the :first time that anyhinl? like that has
happened to him. Wild's a mighty jl'ood swim-
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his

head above the water au'
mer, an' he'll keep
land somewhere. that's .sartin. The thing for us
to do right away to try an' git in this underground place an' find him."
The terrible mishap that had befallen the dasning young leader of the party put a damper
on the rest. Anna and Eloise became almost
hysterical, :rnr they · both surely thought they
would never see the boy alive again. But Arietta quickly raUied from her fears . and when she
beg-an talking hopefully to them they brightened
up somewhat. The only one who would not speak
was the squaw. When Arietta finall y a sked her
opinion about the entrances there were to g-et
to the underground world, she simply shook her
head and refused to {)pen her lips. Charlie became soi:newhat ang r y at this, and; stepping- up to the g·1rl, took her rather roughly by the arm.
"See here, Yaller Flower," he · said, steruly,
"jest you open vour mouth an' tell .us what you
·
know about this place."
"Yellow F '. Jwer know nothing," she managed
·
to say. "Young Wild West ma ybe dead."
"That's enough from you. I don't believe he's
dead."
"Charlie," spoke up Jim, "I reckon there's no
need of us staying here. The thing for us to
do is to fin d a way to - get down there. I say
,
~
come on."
"That's right, Jim," Arietta called out, trying
her best to be cheerful. "We must go and find
Wild at once."
. After that t~ey _lookE;d into the_ dark hole and
hstened for a while without seemg or hearing
a thing that would give them the least hope that
the boy was alive, they took their horses bv the
bridles and turned off to the right, following the
vine•covered bank. For a couple of hundred yards
they proceeded on, and then suddenly as they
rounded a bend in the cliff they caught sight of
the two men they had left at the glen just as ther
few . yard·s
were disappearing- -into an opening
·
distant.
"Therel" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, in a low
but excited voice. "Them two measly coyotes has
found the way . to .git• down to the underground
place where the Q'old is. Don't say a word now.
Let 'ei:n go on, an' in a little while we'll foller 'em.
They don't know that Wild tumbled into the under-ground stream, so the y won't be lookin' for
him, that's sartin."
But Arietta did not feel like w,aiting. She was
eager to go and find her lost lover. However, she
did remain there for about five minutes, and
then she led her horse directly to the spot where
the two villains had last been seen. '
The opening they had gone through was amply
large enough for two horses to walk along abreast,
and quite high enough. It was partia lly covered
by a mass of hanging vines: After listening for a
few seconds and not hearing a second from within,
the brave girl turned and called out:
"Hop, light a lantern and bring it here. There's
no need of pursuing our way in the darkness."
"Allee light, Missee Alietta," came the cheerful
reply from the clever Chinee, and a couple of minutes later he ran forward with what she asked
for.
Looping the bridle-rein upon her left arm, Arietta started into the opening, which simply was
the commencement of a pas age that led gradually
.downward.

a

,

"Cha;}.ie,_" sh~ said, a~ the scout came up· close
to her, 1t 1s quite certam that the two men_ must
have heard something about the way to get to
the Aztec treasure, or they never would have gone
in this place so readily." "Oh, most likely they got more information than
they was willin' to let us know of, Arietta," was
the reply. "But jest let 'em try to ·b e tricky with
us an' they'll never git out of here alive. You kin
put me down a s sayin' that. I ain't goin.' to sta,."1,d
the least ~it of fooli_n' with them two galoots.'' lJ
· With wildly beatmg hearts the party continued
on through the passage. It ran almost straight
ahead for a hundred feet, and then it became rather-_crooked. But all the while they were steadily
gomg downwa rd, and this gave the,m hopes that
they would soon- get to where the dashing young
dea dshot had been whirled by the underground
current. Charlie and Jim were both ~rtain that
·the passage was gradually working along toward
a point where the stream must eventually end in a
lake, or some body qf water, provided it continued
on in the direction it started from when it dis•
appear ed under the ground. They kept talking
this way, and Arietta actually became quite cheer•
ful.
"Have no fear, girls," ·she said to Anna and""
Eloise, who were very down-hearted and in tears.
"Y01,1 know a s well as I do that this is not the first
time Wild or some of the rest of us have bee11
taken suddenly from the party. Each time it has
happened in the past everything has turned out all
· right, and I am confident that it will turn out ali
right this time. Now, just cheer up and make uJ
your minds that we are going to find him and
that we are not going to be a great while in doing
it."
"I wish I could f eel the way you do about it,
Arietta," the scout's wife retorted, shaking her
head sadly. "You are always optimistic in everything.''
"That's the way to be, Anna.''
"I know it is, especially in such cases as this.
But I can't help the way I feel. However, I hope
that we will not be long in finding Wild, and that
when we do find him he will be alive · and unhurt.'·
"Just because we didn't · hear anything frQI"'°
him as he was swept away does not mean that he
was drowned," Arietta declared. "You must re•
member that there was an awful roaring noise
coming from that dark hole.''
"But suppose the body of water completely filled
the passage it was running through," Eloise spoke
up, tearfully.
"Don't suppose anything of the kind," Young
Wild West's sweetheart retorted, with a shake of
the head. "Of course, if that were the case he
would be drowned. But I don't believe it was the
case. You can see how high this passage is.''
Looks a s though it was made by the hands of
man," the scout observed, a s he paused and looked
at the rather even surface on either side of them.
"This sartinly wasn't done by no earthquake.''
All hands agreed with him, after which they
proceeded on, and when they had covered a di.stance of probably five hundre_d feet they sudden~
emerged into a rather broad cavern, where there
was such a height that they could not see upwar,d
in the dim light the lantern ·gave. Suddenly Arietta got sight of a square block of stone.
"There!" she exclaimed, a s she released the
bridle-rein of her horse and ran to it. "We are in
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the ruins of an Aztec village, I am sure. This
block of stone was certainly cut out by chisels or
some other instruments."
"Right you are, Arietta," the scout declared.
"This is one of them Aztec places, sure enough.
There's lots of 'em to be found all through Arizona and New Mexico, an' this is sartinly one of
'em. What's this over here?" and taking the ~antern from the girl he took a few steps to the right
a
showed a big earthen vessel that was broken
and lying upon its side.
"Maybe lat allee samee gold," Hop spoke up, as
he ran to the spot.
"No it ain't gold, heathen," was the quick reply. "It's clay."
"Lat light, Mis1er Charlie," and when Hop had
satisfied himself to this effect he gave the object
a kick and turned back to the rest of the party.
"Bear a little to the left, Charlie," advised Jim
Dart. "I think I can hear a sound like that made
by rushing water."
.
.
"I sorter thought I heard it, too, a litt~e while
ago, but when I lis~en~d I made up my mmd that
it wasn't water; Jim.
''If we keep going that way we'll soon find out."
- "Yes, sartin we will."
"Come on, then.''
,
Arietta took the lantern from the scout, for she
seemed to want to be in possession of .it, and t~ey
p
eeded to the left, as Jim had suggested. Fifty
feet further on and they came to. what SE:emed ~o
be a sort of street, for it was slightly higher m
the center and there were, or seemed to be, gutters
on either side, with something that JT\ight have
been taken for sidewalks at the edg-e of the gutters. The way ran almost level now, and a few
yards further on daylight was to be seen rather
faintly.
f
·
"We're gittin' there now, a~• don't you o:i:g!t
it?" Charlie exclaimed. "Jest hsten. If that amt
ri{nnin' water that I hear, I'll never t~ke,,anotp.er
chaw of tobacker ag•· as l9ng as I hve.
They all did listen, and sure eno~gh the u~mistakable sounds made by water as it rushed m
a torrent could be plainly heard.
'.'Come on," A1·ietta said, eagerly, as. she urged
h'!lr horse forward. "We are soon gomg to find
Wild now, I feel sure of it."
.
The horses' hoofs made quite a <:latter upon the
stone thoroughfare they were walkmg over, but as
they proceeded the sounds of the rushing water
became more perceptible than ever. Presently they
came to a sharp angle.
.
,, .
"Here's another street, girls, J1~ Dart. called
out. This seems to lie a regul.ar city, _or it was
one at one time, I mean. I can see evidences of
buildings all along." ·
,
.
.
"Yes, Jim, I can, too, b~t .I don t ~~el h~e paymg
any attention to them Just now, Anetta answered.
"Of course not. We want to fi n d w·1d
i fi rst .
Then I reckon we can take our time and look
around. If there is a~y tre~s~,re to be found here
we'll soon get possession of it.
"How about them two galoots what's gone on
·head?" the scout spoke up, as if he had just
thoug-ht of it.
•
1
"That's so," and Jim shooli: his head and shrugpd his shoulders. "It's mighty queer we· haven't
come across them.''
This caused them all to look upon the ground
they weretraveling. It was now pretty light there,
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for there was an opening some distance ahead,
many feet above them, and thr-ough this came the
light of day. They were not long in finding fresh
hoof-marks, and then they knew that the two men
had kept right on, going almost. as if they actually
knew the way, for if they had not they surely
would have been overtaken before this. It was
not more than a hundred feet that they proceeded
after coming to the sharp turn. Then they came
to another descent, where -b locks of stone and
brokerrpillars were scattered about promiscuously.
It was really difficult to le,td the horse,, downward,
but they managed to do it, and it was comparatively light. High above them many feet was a long
split in the natural 1·oof of the cavern, and
through this came the daylight. The air was very
moist there, too, and the sound of the rushing
water was so plain now that there could no longer
be any doubt about it. Arietta now left her
horse and, lantern in hand, ran swiftly ahead toward the part of the cavern she kneV[ the water
must be. Charlie and Jim followed ner, and a
few seconds all three came· to a halt and saw the
underground stream right before them. It was
rushing along, boiling and seething, and the spray
dashed up into their faces. Somewhat disheartened, the brave girl turned and looked at Young
Wild West's two partners.
"Do you think he could have managed to get
out of such a strong current 'f'.' she asked.
"Git out of it! Why, sartin, gal," the scout retorted. "If he didn't git out right here he would
further down. You kin bet your life that thi3
here water runs in some lake, an' it ain't so very
far from here, either. I know the way now, so
all we have got to do is to go right along until
we find him."
"Hello, hello!" a voice called out just then.
"Who's that hollerin' ? " Charlie demanded, as
he turned quickly.
"It's us," came the reply. "What kind of a
place is this, anyhow? We never struck sici.\
a blamed . place afore in all our lives.''
"It's them two galoots, Jim," the scout said.
"See 'em over there. They're comin' this way.
Maybe they've seen somethin'-of Wild. _Don't s~y
nothin'. But let 'em go ahead an' say it, if they
have."
Sure enough, Sam and Bill Caboose came walking quickly to the spot.
"So we was all headin' for the same place,
was we?" Sam Long said, shruggnip; his
shoulders. "I don't mind tellin' you right now
that a mighty smart Injun copied a paper th~t
belonged to an old Injun chief, an'. that he give
it to us jest afore he died, somethin' like two
weeks ago, at the .same time tellin' us jest about
how to git here. He was a fool redskin, though,
'caus.e he said that he wouldn't come an' git no
gold 'cause the Great Spirit didn't want the redskins to interfere with it.
don't know how you
folks got wind of this 'here Aztec treasure, but
since you have got her an' we're all lookin'
for the same thing, we might as well be friends."
"So you're tellin' the truth about it at last,
are you?" Jim Dart asked, looking at them very
sternly.
• .
"Yes, that's the whole truth, young feller. But
say, where's Youn_g· Wild ·west?"
"You haven't seen anything of him, have you?"

r
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"Seen anything of him! Why, he was with you
"We didn't know but what we might have to
when.-we seen him last."
.
li~ht 'em when we came up this way," the man
"Well, he isn't with us now," and ,1"im shook declared, "but it seems there's plenty of light
his head rather sadly. "The fact is ¥oung· Wild here. There's plenty of it where we're goin' to
West- feli into. the underground stream, and was make our camp for a while, too. We tried one
whirled on down this way somewhere. We~e look- of the torcheii, an' -it burns like anything. There
in~ for him." .
•·
a~n•t no tellin' how long they have been here,
• Fell in the underground stream, did he?" Bill either. The- wood seems to look kinder funny
Caboose repeated, acting as 'if he hardly caught like, but the pitch, or whatever it is that's in it,
the "f;>"ords aright. "Well, if he did you kin bet burns fine."
.
your life you'll never see him ag'ini Thie- here
"All right, I reckon we won't be hard on you
stream of water goes rfght down to the center fellers. If your grub runs out an' we're anyof the earth, whete there's a mighty big fire. where around, maybe we kin spare you a little."
I~ boils there into a big -pot, an' the steam what
Somewhat mollified becau.se they had given him
comes from it every once in a while makes the the torches, the scout felt it best to talk in a
earth tremble. I know all about it, 'cause I read rather kindly way.
it in a book. You'll never see Young Wild West
Much obliged to yer for sayin' that. Maybe,
ag'in. It's too bad, but it's true, I'm ·dead sure." after all, Youn!?' Wild West will be found alive.
That was not at all encouraging to Arietta·s We'll do our best to help you find him."
ears, and half angrily she turned to the s-peakl!r
"All right. ·I reckon we'll go along with yer
and said:
an' see what kind of a plaee you have struck
"That will do. I know we will find him alive, that you think is so nice to camp in."
'
so you ·say no more about it."
"We ain't got no objections," declared Long.
"That's different, gal. Excuse me. I won't say "Come right on."
·
no more. If you know you're goin' to find him
They all set out through the vast cavern, keepalive, why, that settles it. I hope you do, any- ing pretty close to the stream of water.
how
" t did u d with your horses?" Jim said . P assu~g
.
th rough an archway th at Iook ed as if
"Wh
. a
yo O
h
h
h ' ~ it certamly had been constructed by the hands
lookin.1? ~t the two men w en he :3aw t at t ere of man, they emerged into a sort of court that
was nothm_g to be seen of the ammals they had was many feet in extent, and with a ceiling tha~
br~ught, with t~em. .
was a_ least fifty feet high.
They re back here a ':"ays. We found what we
A circular openmg above let in the light, and
thought would M a pu.ty good _spot to_ stop at the slantinl?' rays of the sun came through and
fo,r a while. If we only had a little more gru~ rested upon the rocky walls of the cavern to the
with us we co,uld stay here a couple -of day~ an left. Our friends noticed that the current of the
hu!1t arou:n1 till we found some of., ~he golq.
stream was not so swift here. It seemed to be
. You amt got much grub, then· Charlie in- running more on a level. A little further on and
qul,red.
. ,
,
t 1 t ., they came to the spot where the two·· men had
No, we amt. I s pose you have go Pen
y.
left their horses.
"I reckon we have, but that don't say we're
goin' to give it to you."
. T~ey ,had selected a space that was ~lmost
"You might sell us some."
directly beneath th_e !)Penm above, and 1t was
•"You'll have to wait till we find Young -Wild a. sort of stone bwldmg wh re the horses were
West afore al)ything like that kin happen."
tied.
"Well," and Caboose shook his head and be"I don't mind tellin' you that we found somegan to walk away, "if we have to wait till you thin' that's worth whUe," Caboose said, when he
find Young Wild West afore we kin buy any had l~oked at his partner-a momen,t in silencC'r
grub from you, I'm afraid we'll starve to death."
"Gold?" Jim Dart asked, looking at him very
sharply.
"Yes, I s'pose it is."
"Let's see it."
"Come right here, then."
CHAPTER VII.-Young Wild West Surrounded
Jim followed him, Long remaining with the
By Gold.
rest. Into a -part of the ruined stone building the
'$ey, there!" Cheyenne Charlie ealled out, as two went, and then. Caboose picked up a piece of
looking urn. Though it was but a small
• the two men s1jarted to move away. "Don't be in ancient
of it as he lifted it from the ground, Jim
sich a hurry. I see you have got a couple of part
saw that it was very heavy.
torches there. Where did you git 'em?"
"I reckon this is solid gold, young feller," he
"We found 'em up where we've made up our
minds to stay for a while," Sam Long replied. said, as he handed it to him. "Jest fix your eyes
on it. Maybe me an' Sam is wrong in thinkin'
"There's more there. ): ou want these?"
-"Well, we've got a couple of lanterns with us, tl;at way."
"You're not wrong," Jim retorted, almost imbut I don't s'pose there's any more than enough
oil to last very long, s# if you don't mind we'll mediately. "It's gold, all right. Any more of it
around?".
.,
take one of 'em." .
It was Bill Caboose who was carrying the two
"No, that's the funniest -part of it. Of course,
torches. It was easy for the scout to understand we didn't take a whole lot of time in lookin'
what .tliey were, for he noticed that there was a around, but ·we went all through this place in a
gummy, resinovs substance upon the ends of the hurry, an' all we could find is this here piece. I
two sticks or clubs. He walked over, and Caboose wonder where the rest of the thing is?"
"Keep that, anyhow," the boy said, nodding hi•
handed them to him.
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"Hooray, hooray! Whoopee, whoopee!" shouthead. "That's worth a few dollars, and I know
ed the scout, as he ran to the edge of the water.
it."
.
"It's all right, · Charlie," the young tleadshot
Caboose appeared to be relieved. Evidently he
thought Dart might insist on dividin2: the srold. retorted, in his cool and easy way. "I had a
But Jim had no such idea. When he came back mighty toqh time of it, and once I thought I was
and joined his friends he told them· that the a goner. But I managed to hold out, and here's
two men had surely discovered quite a piece of where I landed. As I just said, I am literally
treasure. Then Lon2: bade his pard bring the surrounded by gold. Everything here is gold
Just look at .it."
piece outside and let all have a · look at it.
"Oh, Wild!" cried Arietta. "H.u rry up and
But they were not very much interested in such
tb}ngs just then. Youn2: Wild West had tumbled come here, can't you?"
"I have got to swim over in order to do it.
into the underground river, and they were very
anxious to find him. Arietta was looking about I am on one side and you are on the other, litanxiously, and when she noticed that a perpen- tle girl," came the reply. "But that's all right.
dicular wall ran direct to the ed2:e of the stream, I'll i;oon be with you. I lost my rifle when I
b2rrin2: further progress in that way, :she shook tumbled into the water outside there, but I've
got one of my guns and my hunting knife yet.
her head.
"It seems to me, Charlie," she said, turnin11: to Howeyer, I think we'll have no occasion to use
the scout, "that if Wild really managed to Jive weapons in this underground place. But how did
until he 2:ot this far, he should have been able you all get here?"
"Hurry up and come over, Wild," the girl
to reach the bank and crawl out."
"I don't know about ·that, Arietta," was the pleaded. "Then we'll tell you all about it."
"All right, Et, here goes."
reply, with a shake of the head. "Most likely
Then the boy plunged boldly into the water and
he's been putty well fa1ored out by the time he
srot this far. He's gone on 'further. The thing swam to the other side. Charlie and Jim knelt
for us to do is to 2:it down that way an' take down .and caught his hands as he threw them up•
ward, and then he was soon pulled out. It was
a good look around. Let's try it."
"But we can go no further than that rocky but natural that his sweetheart should be full of
joy. She threw herself in his arms, and wl\en the
wall, Charlie."
"There's a sort of .rrallery over there, Arietta"," boy had kissed her tenderlr on the forehead ~he
.
the scout pointed toward the dark part of seemed satisfied. They al wanted to hug him,
en though he was wet• to the skin.
he cavern.
"Why, what's the matter?" he said, when he
"Oh, yes!" Youn2: Wild West's sweetheart exclaimed. "I never saw that before. I imagine finally got free from them. "You are certainly
that might lead to the outlet of the stream. Let more excited about it than I am. You ought to
know by this time that I wasn't born to die
us hurry."
Not wishing to leave the horse and supplies young. But see what the accident brought us to.
with the two rascals, for they knew that they Just look at the gold over there."
"Never mind the gold," Arietta declared. "You
could hardly be trusted, they decided to take
them with them, so they at once stared for he . are worth more than all the gold in the world,
Wild."
gallery the scout had discovered.
"I am glad to hear you say that, little girl.
Entering it, the~ found that it p1·oceeded in a
curve to the left. But this was the proper direc- But a treasure worth a million is not to be
tion they must go in order to come to the stream sneezed at. I'll bet that the gold in this place
again, so they went on hopefully. It was dark in will bring that much easily."
"You tell us J'liSt how you got here and then
the passage, so Charlie lighted one of the torches,
9d with Arietta carrying the lantern, they we'll tell you our story," Arietta said, as she took
~ssed on. In less than two minutes they came the boy by the arm and led him to a rock just into the end of the passage. The moment they did side the passage.
so they heard a shout, and recognizing the voice
"I suppose I'll have to do it, then," and he
of the boy they were so anxious to find, a thrill laughed just as if nothing serious or thrilling
of joy shot through them all.
had happened.
"Hello, Wild!" Arietta screamed, running forThen he told them b1·iefly that when pe felt
himself dropping into the water he managed to
ward with the lantern.
But, quick as she was, the s cout sprang ahead give one shout of alarm, and then he went below.
He was whirled along so swiftly that before he
of her.
"Where are ~er, where are yer?" Charlie reached the surface again he was in total darkness, and he had all he could do to keep his heaa
• Muted.
Then they saw the boy standing at the edge above the water. Just how far he was whirled
of the wate1· before a gigantic idol.
along in this way he had no idea, but it :;eemed
"Here I am!" Wild shouted, as his friend s came to be a long distance. Three times he made atout of the passage. "I reckon I'm worth a dozen tempts to reach th~ rocky side of the stream, hut
dead ones yet. But look at what is here! I am each time his fingers slipped, and he was whirled
on a~ain. But finally he was whirled over .:he
• urrounded by gold!"
Cheyenne Charlie held out the flaming torch. It brink of a falls, and when he landed in the ;ceeth~as surely a marvelous sight. .The idol was ing water below he had a desperate fight before
~eked with, the glittering particles, and the sem- he could get to still water. But when he did find
blance of a face was carved in about the center. the still water it was easy, and the first thing
But it was not tbis that attracted the attention he saw was the huge idol that was glittering
of our friends just then. They saw the young with gold.- There was just enough light pervaddeadshot standing there alive and ,~ll, and that ing the place for him to realize that he really
was surrounded by gold, and it was natural that
was enough.
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he should climb out upon that side and investigate.
."That's about .all there is to it," he said to' his
friends. I was here quite a little· while before you
came along. It took me ten minute~ to get in
shape again. I was just wondering how I was
going to get out and find you when you came
along. I saw the light as 1t came through the
passage, and then I shouted."
·
"I knowed we would find him Arietta," Cheyenne Charlie declared. "It couidn't be possible
that he would drown in anything like an old <underground st1·eam. That ain't Wild's way of doin'
business. As he says, he wasn't born to die
young."
"Well, he's safe and sound, anyhow, and I'm
sure we are all very thankful for it," the girl replied.
Then, they all began talking at once, tryin~ to
explain how they had found a means of getting
- into the big cavern. Wild listened smilingly, and
finally he nodded to Jim and said:
"I reckon you bad better ,t ell the story, Jim. The
rest can keep still until you have finisned."
"All right Wild," was the reply, and then Dart
related the whole thing, not forgetting to tell
about the two men who had passed into the opening that led to the cavern and showed them the
way.
"So the two '. fellows are here, too, then?" Wild
remarked, as he looked back through the passage.
"Yes, an' they seem tp be putty decent," _th.e
scout. retorted. "They've found a chunk of f,old,
too, an' they wasn't afraid to show it to us. '
"Well, perhaps they are not as bad as we took
them to be. We'll see to it that they don't starve
if their grub happens to give out before we leave
here. Now then, don't say anything to them
about the golden idol and all the gold that surrounds it. We'll go back and pitch a camp in the
cavern near them. Most likely they will be surprised when they find out that I am alive. You
can just say that you found me back there waiting_:for some one to come to my assistance."
When they got back to the end of the gallery ·
they saw a fire burning a short distance away.
Then the forms of the two then could be seen
~oot~
.
"There they are1 Wild," Cheyenne Charlie called
out, as he pointea toward them. "I reckon they
must be goin' to cook somethin'. I noticed that
there was a lot of wood which must have tumbled
through from the hole above in some way_. It
ain't supper-time yet, an' it sartinly ain't cold
in here, so they ain't makin' no fire to warm
themselves. They're cookin' somethin', or gittin'
ready to do it, I'm sure."
Long and Caboose turned when they saw the
party coming. 'll'hey did not notice Young Wild
West, who kept well in the rear on purpose to
surprise them.
"Find anything down that way?" Long called
out, as they came forward.
"I .reckon we did," Charlie answered.
'Struck the streatn, I s'pose, when you got to
the end of that there passage."
·
"Yes, we found it all right."
"I knowed it must be there, 'cause we was
through another passage ·a little below here, an'
it came straight to the water. There's a kind of
pond there, an' the water looks as black as ink

m it."

Just then Caboose caught sight of the dripping
young deadshot.
·
"Great ginger!" he exclaimed. "Look at that.
It's either Young Wild West or his ghost. No
wonder these people · seem to be pleased about
something. They've found the boy as sure as
guns."
"They found me all right," Wild called out, and
then he hastened forward and stood , near the
blazing fire.
"Well, of all things!" Caboose declared. "How
did you manage to live through it, Young wr•--.,
West? You sartinly must ,ha-ve come as far as .t
quarter of a mile."
"It seemed a whole lot longer than that," was
the reply. "But I landed, just the same, and my
friends were lucky enoogh to come right to the
spot where I was waiting for them."
They asked hpn all sorts of questions, and Wild
answered them readily. He was studying them
closely all the ti:pie, and he came to the conclusion,
that they really meant to do the square thing.
"Haven't got much in the ·way of grub, have
you?" he said, when he saw Caboose turn to cut·
some slices from a strip of bacon.
"No, we ain't, but Cheyenne Charlie has told
us that he wouldn't see us starve. We give him
a couple of torches we found, an' I e'pose that's
the reason he took :pity on us, though _there's
plenty more of 'em around here. Did he tell you
about the chunk of ~old we found?"
"Yes; let ipe see 1t, will you?"
"Sartin."
Long ran and got the piece that had been
broken from an urn, and Wild examined it, holding it in the light as he did so.
"Solid gold," was the verdict he passed upon
i{. "There must be more of it around here."
"That's what we think, an' we're goin' to keep
on huntin' till we find more. You have got the
same privilege. What you find is yours, and
what we find is ours."
"All right, I reckon we are perfectly satisfied
as to that. We certainly don't want to share in
anything you discover."
"An' we don't want to share in anythillg you
happen to find. Is that a go, Young Wild West?"
"Why, certainly. You don't think we would ,.
take advantage of you and make you divide witlt
us, do you?"
·
"Well, I don't know about that. Most people
ing from one to the other. "A sort of love match
would do that."
"We are not like most people, then," and the
boy laughed lightly. "But, say, I reckon I had
better get off some of these wet clothes. Hop,
suppose you find something dry for me to put on.
Just .u~load t:11e p~ck-horses, _anyhow. We won't
stop right with these two men, but we'll camp
over there a hundred feet the other side. Thia
is a funnr place to camp in, for everything I.a
covered, with the exception of that big hole above.
I reckon if it should rain we wouldn't get very
wet."
"The only way · ta get wet here is to tumble
into that blamed und'e rground stream," Chey:enne Charlie spoke up.
·
~"That's right, Charlie," the young deadshot..,..
retorted. "But I don't want to do it the same way
I did before. I must say that I didn't like that
experience very well."
The Chinal'han quickly led the pack-horses over
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to the spot the young deadsbot had indicated, and Indian. Though Yellow Flower had been quite
then it was not long before they .were unloaded. willing to accompay Young Wild West and his
Dry clothing was foun~ for Wild, and he_ re- . friends, a fear came over her the moment they
tired to a niche a short distance away, and m . a enterea the cavern, especially when she firmly
few minutes he came out in- proper shape, and believed that Young Wild West had perished.
. feeling, as he declared, as good as he ever did
However, she stuck to tbem, saying but little,
in his life. Wing gathered a pile of the wood and and it was not unitl she realized that the 1j.l'easstarted a fire, and then the young deadshot.'s wet ure her grandfather had told her about had been
clothing was huni up_ so it might dry.
- found that she made up her mind she must leave
"Now then, Wmg," Wild said, nodding to the them. Of course, they would not let her go if
cook, "I reckon you can pick out a few things and she spoke about it, so this meant that she must
give them to those two fellows.• You can spare steal away unobserved. The girl watched for an
quite a few potatoes and you can give them 5?me opportunity, and it was while Young Wild West
meal and flour, too. There's some . salted venison was changing his clothing that she managed to
there too. They might like a little of t'hat."
get her horse and lead it aw·a y behind a formation
"Me fixee, Misler Wild," the cook answered. of rock. Then after listening and watching
to
"If you say givee to lem) me do lat velly muchee make sure that she had not been observed, she
led the horse further on, and in due·time reached
quickee."
.
"I do say give it to them. Go ahead."
the outside of the cavern: Mounting her steed,
It was not long before quite a quantity of the she turned and looked back, kissing her hand to
provisions were selected, and then Wing carried those who could not see her.
them over and made the two men very happy
"Yellow Flower . must go back to her people.
A good Indian must not touqi the gold of his
when he gave them to them.
"Say, heathen," Sam Long said, earnestly, "you forefathers. The palefaces may have it."
tell ;young Wild West an' the rest of 'em that
It -was quite a long ride to reach the Indian
we're mighty sorry we ever tried to collect any village, but Yellow Flower was
used
roughing
toll when we met 'em outside. We ain't no thieves, it in the wilderness and mountains. i to
conan' we're goin' to do the square thing, If we vinced that she was doing right, she Firmly
rode on unwork tof,ether here, maybe we'll find a whole lot til she came to the spot where our friends
had
of gold.'
met Sam• Long and Bill Caboose when toll was
Wing reported this when be came back, and - asked of them. The girl halted here
to give her
all were perfectly satisfied,
horse a breathing spell, and
dismounted
Really, they did not care of the two men de- she sat down and put her headasin she
the hands. She
cided to go against them.
was doing lots of thinking, but
as she
But it was much better to be on friendly terms was to the ways of the world, untutored
'could not conwith 'them. "I reckon the worst part of it will be vince herself but that she -wasshe
in leaving
to find food for the horses," our hero said, as he the underground place where the right
gold, the sacred
looked at the animals as -they were standing with gold, as she thought, had been
hidden so long
their heads down.
from the eyes of man. While she was meditating
"It ain't so very far to the outside of the cav- over it the sounds made bf horses'
hoofs came to
ern Wild " the scout spoke up. "I reckon we her ears. She started v10lently and
looked in
couid go C:ut an' cut a Jot of grass an' .fetch it in. the direction she had come from,. expecting
to see
But say, that horse you bought i_s ~one."
. -some of Young Wild West's party following her.
Charlie showed no little s\1rpr1se when he said
But there was no one to
seen in that directhis and then all hands loo)ced and found that tion, and then as she listenedbeshe
knew the sounds
wh~t he said was true. The horse Yellow Flower came from the opposite way. With
great agility
had been riding had mysteriously disappeared..
the squaw mounted some rocks and looked be"Where is the squaw?" Wild asked, turning to yond. Much to her consternation she
saw a party
Arietta.
of Indians riding swiftly that way, their actions
,,
"Why, she was here a little while ago, came showing plainly that they were following
the· trail
the reply.
made by the palefaces. Yellow Flower started
"But she isn't here now. She must have taken violently, for she recognized them as Red
Dog
the horse and shipped away. Do you suppose she and the other braves who had pursued
down
feared to stay here, and has left without saying the river the night before in the, canoe. her
It flashed
anything."
upon her instantly that the Indians had picked up
"That's just about the siz~ of it, Wild,': _said the trail in some way and had followed
the palethe scout. "Redskins is mightr' superstitious . faces until they were now very near to the
place
She's lit out jest as sure as guns.'
where the treasure was concealed.
that
They looked around, but could find no trace of Red Dog and his braves were bentKnowing
upon finding
the squaw or the horse.
the treasure, regardless of the fact that it was
sacred, Yellow Flower suddenly found herself
two fires, so to speak. If she permitted
., between
the Indians to capture her they
no doubt
CHAPTER VIII.-Yellow' Flower Comes Back, torture her and try to make her would
divulge the seFollowed By The Bad Redskins.
cret. On the other hand, if she turned and went
back to Young Wild West and his friends, she
Yellow Flower;- the squaw, was certainly filled would be upsetting the traditions of the
good peowith superstition, especially when it concerned ple of her race. There was little
to ponder
her ancestors. Her grandfather, the old chief, over the situation, however. If time
she remained
· had told her that the buried gold of the Aztecs' there a minute longer she would surely
caphad been owned by their .generations away back, tured by the rascally redskins. The girlbethrew
and that it must never be touched by any honest her hands upward and looked at the sky as if in
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prayer for a- moment. Then she su~enly de- roar of the rushing underground stream could
cided upon what to do. She would go back to plainly be heard. Yellow Flower rode on until
she saw her pursuers appear dangerously close.
the palefaces.
Mounting her horse, she turned and rode away Then she uttered a ~hout of defiance, and began
at a gallop, and as she got about a hundred yards calling for Young Wild West. Much to her l'oy
from the spot, the Indians reached a rise and saw she heard an answering shout. Then Ye! ow
her. Yells of triumph came to her ears, and, look- Flower again turned and cried defiantly to her
ing back, she saw them-brandishing their weapons pursuers. As if they came to the sudden realization that sl!e had found friends, the Indians yelled
and riding in hot pursuit.
"They no catch Yellow Flower," she declared, furiously and three of them fired shots at her.
shutting her teeth tightl_y together. "She will go Fortunately none of the bullets harmed her, but
to Young Wild West. The palefaces must have _the reports echoed through the cavern, making
sounds that were much louder than if the shooting
the gold. The bad Indians shall not have it."
Certainly her horse was as fresh as any of had been done outside. The squaw reached the
those the Indians were riding, and she managed passage that turne<l sharply to the right, and
to hold a good lead. Finding that they were not when she was through it she looked back and
gaining upon her, two of the Navajos opened fire could no longer see her pursuers. Then she rode
with the carbines they carried. The bullets whis- forward to meet Young Wild West and his parttied dangerously close to the tleeing girl, but she ners, who were hastening that way, 'rifles in
did not quail, but leaning over with her face close their hands.
"Jest as I thought, Wild," Cheyenne Charli
to her horse's neck, she urged it on all the faster.
Some parts of the way was difficult to travel, called out. "It's the squaw comin' back."
Ignoring the words, Yellow Flower hurriedly
but she held the bridle-rein tightly, and on she
went, rounding cliffs and galloping over stones dismounted, and, running to the young deadshot,
and boulders. She was nearly at the entrance to placed a hand upon his arm, and then pointing
the cavern now, ·for she could see the pleasant behind her, said:
"The bad Navajos want to catch Yellow Flower.
little glen to 'the left. The Indians were probably a hundred yards behind her now, for she had They come this way."
"Is that so?" Wild asked, in his cool and ea117
gained a slight lead. No more shots were fired,
and this caused her to feel a trifle easier. But way. "Well, I reckon we'll take care of the b<1d
she well knew that they did not want to kill her. - Navajos all right. You go back there to the girls."
The squaw nodded, and, taking her horse by the
They were eager to learn the secret of the hidbridle, hurriedly did as she was told. After waitden gold of the Aztecs.
Again and again shouts in the Navajo Ian- ing a few minutes and not seeing anything of,
guage came to her ears for her tel stop, or she the redskins, the young deadshot and his partners
would be slain. But she only shook her head, and joined the rest at the camp they had formed in the
kept on riding. Yellow Flower's only weapon big cavern.
"Oh, Wild!" Arietta sai-d, "Yellow Flower haa
was a huntirtg knife, which hung from a bucki;kin belt about her supple waist. With eight been telling us how she thought it was wrong for
savage redskins in hot pursuit, her only chance her to stay here after we had found the treasure
was to keep in the lead, for should they over- of the Aztecs. She stole away without being seen,
take her, what chance would she had at putting but it appears that she had not gone a great disup the smallest part of a fight? -The ground was tance when she saw the eight Indians who purcovered rapidly, and nearer and nearer she got sued her down the river last night coming. They
to the mouth of the underground passage, which must have found the trail in some way."
"I imagined that, Et," was the reply. "I supwould lead her into the cavern where her paleface friends would be found. Finally she reached pose Yellow Flower decided that it was better
the place, and, lowering her head, though there for her to come back to us· than to be captured by
was really no necessity for doing this, she dashed the bad redskins."
"Yes, that's just what she said. She feels that
into the passage, and left her pursuers behind.
But their yells rang in he~ ears as she pro- she did wrong in coming with us, but now she is
ceeded on through the darkness. She was trust- satisfied to remain, e".en though it ~s against the
ing solely to the horse now, and the animal being r~les of the good Indians of her tribe to tamper
sure-footed soon emerged to where a faint light with any treasure,. that were accumulated by
·
showed. Then Yellow Flower slackened the pace their ancestors."
"I am glad she left, then, for the chances are
of the horse and uttered a defiant shout. She
could hear the clatter of the hoofs over the stone that the redskins would have iound the way here,
flooring of the cavern now, and she knew that anyhow, and they might have treated us- to a
Red Dog and his braves were still after her. But surprise that we-wouldn't have liked very much.
Young Wild West and his friends were very close Now that we know they are after us, we can be
110w, so the Indian girl cared little. Having ready for them." ·
"We'll be ready for 'em, all right," Cheyenne
chosen between two ways, she felt that she had
rlone her full duty, and she must get to the pale- Charlie spoke up, nodding his head and smiling
faces in time to warn them of the approach o-f grimly. "Jest let the red varimints come. If
the enemy. Knowing the way perfectly well, for they've got their war paint on yet you kin bet
it was little that escaped the eyes of the squaw your life they won't stand much show, not if I git
when she entered the place that was sacred to a good chance at 'em."
"Hold on, there, Charlie," Wild spoke up, shakher, she continued on, the horse at a trot.
It must have been that the Indians had paused mg a finger at the scout. "You mustn't shoot any
long enough to light a torch, for when she looked of them down unless they are trying to shoot us.
buck now she could see one flaring in the darkness. We don't want to have any bloodshed in this mat.But it was growing lighter al) the time, and the ter if it can be helped."
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. t•Jest as you sa:y-, ··W ild, .but if I had my :w~y s~id,· nodding, his head in the ..darkness.-- f'Wattee
a;bout it I'd make qu_ick _work of :them sn~akm' mattee? Um bad ledskins here?"
..
c;oyotes. "J;'hey ,ain't. no good, anylJ.ow. Why, mo.s t . ,'~You can se"e for yourself, Hop," .was the reply.
ljkely they would kill t'!ie squaw if she was._ to 1·e."~ay, heat)len," Charlie spoke up,· in a low tone
fuse to tell' 'em about the gold; She would re- of voice, "them redskins is standin' out there as
fuse, too, 'cause that's the Indian way of i~. S)l.e's if · they didn't know· what they wanted to do.
been brought' up to stick up for what she thmks S'pose you sor.t er ;wake 'em. up a . little. .. Ain't
-✓ is right, an' kilHn' her .o r torturin' her, either, you got a big firecracker or somethin' with yer?
wouldn't amount; to nothin'." . .
You generally have, I know.''
.
"'We all 'know that' pretty well, Charlie. Now
. •:~e g9ttee two, thlee fireclackers, Misier Char~ then, we'll leave Yellow Flower here, and you ap.d lie.
. ··
·
I will go back there and look .f or the redskins.
"All right, light one of 'em an' chuck it oat
They are in a strange place, and they won't know there. We'll see what will happen then;" ·
just which way to. go, tli.ough, of course, _I suppo~e
"l,,a~ allee light, Misler Wild?" Hop questioned,
they could find the way_ here. Co~e <;>n, and don t as he turned to the young deadshot.i whom he
tllink of using your nfl.e unless 1t l!J absolutely conld s~e fairly well, .since the light from the
torch sent enough light in. that direction. . ·
necessary."
.
. . .
• ..
.
Charlie gave a nod and promptly,:: walked off
"Yes, that's all right, Hop," was the reply "Stir
after the young deadshot, who, rifle in hand, them up .a little.''
started in the direction the squaw had come from.
. 'fhe Chinaman gave a nod of satisfaction, and
"I wonder if. they meant to shoot her, Wild?" he ,quickly drew something from his pocket.
asked in a low tone of .:voice, as they reached,, the
The young q.ea"dshot and ·his partner.a knew it.
passage· that opened into the broad chamber.
was one of the home-made crackers ,he usually
"Probably not, or else they are J?O0r mark~pteI11" carried 'Vl'.ith . him, and. they waited with no little
was the reply. "Evidently they were trying to in1;ere1,,t for ,what they knew was sure to follow.
make her stop, and thought she might if_ they
, Th~ Chinaman -stepped behind i projection of
fired a few shots at her."
rock, and, strjking a match, applied jt•to the fu.e
.
W.hen they got to th~ sharp turn in ~he passage o;f the c.r acker. Then as it his&ed and· spluttered,
they became very cautious, for they did J!Ot kt\o'Y he .. crept out of · th~ passage and, ..rising to his
bufth.at the Indian$._might be very close by.
f~t, toQ a, careful -aim and hurled the object right
Peering cautious!;· ,a round an angle of the r<?cky int.a the midst of the eight redskins; and .their
wall,.., Young Wild W ei;;t , listened. The Indi~ms horses. It is doubtful if the ,cracker hit tbe
were at the other e.n d ·of the passage, and, turnmg grt;mnct before it exploded. The report was a loud
to the scout, he whispered:
one, indeed,, a,nd reverberated through the ca'V'"Caine on, Charlie. They are close by. We may ern. But the effect was really .laughable.. Frightas well go and have "a look at them. There are en~d. ~lmost out of their wits·; the eight Navajos ·
only eight of them, !J,nd I re~kon they ,won't have turned to flee, some of them falling down and
niuch of a chance with us, since we will be ready rolling over, while they yelled in fear and confor them, and they won't hardly ext:!ect i~.':
sternatidon . .The horses, too, became frightened,
Again Charlie nodde~. He w~s quite will~g to and made a bolt, running in different directions,
do anything the boy siµd. W alkmg along without their hoof-beats causing a great deal of noise in
making a sound, they soon 1·eached the end .ef the .the underground place.
passage. Then as they paused and peered out
''Ha, ha, ha!" taughed Cheyenne Charlie, un· into the darkness that lay beyond, they su!ldenly roariously. "I reckon they won't want to come
saw a match lighted within a few feet of them. around here very soon ag'in. Treasure, eh? Well,
,By the a.id of the flickering flame they saw two them redskins will never git any of it, an' you kin
or three Indians standing together. One of them bet on that. What are you goin' to do next,
was lighting a torch. · ~t took. hi1?1 some _time to Wild?"
•
,
do this for the torch d1d not 1gmte readily. But
"We'll go right back to the .camp/' was the :represently it was burning with a good flam~, and ply. "There may be other ways to get there bethen Young Wild West. and Cheyenne_ Charlie. had sides this passage. But don't think that the Inthe satisfaction of lookmg upon the eight Indians, dians will leave here, for they won't. It won't
who were grouped _near their waiting horses, anc1 take a great deal for them to . recover from what'
evidently undecided as to · what they should do happened to them just now; and they will be
prowling about, for they know we are here."
next.
"Let 'em come, that's all," and so saying the
"Wild," whispered Charlie, "we ought to have
Hop here now. He might do somethin' to sorter sco~t turned and started through the passage
agam.
wake them sli.eakin' red coyotes up."
Hop quickly lighted his candle, and they were
"Whattee you wantee, Misler Charlie?" a voice
able to see the way. As ' soon as they got out of
called out softly from behind th_em.
.
"Great gimlets!" and Charlie turned hke a the passage, where it was light enough for them
shot. "Here's the blamed heather now. Who told to proceed without the candle, Hop extinguished
it, and then they were not long in joining those
him to faller us, Wild?"
"No one told him, I reckon," was the 1·eply. who had been left in waiting.
"He has a way of doing things when he's not
told, you know. But it's all right. Come here,
Hop.''
The clever Chinee quickly crept to them. He CHAPTER IX.-A Treasure Worth A Million.
had been carrying a lighted candle, but had extinguished it when he heard the voices of the
Sam Long and Bill Caboose were not ~ little
frightened at what had happened.
Indians.
"Me fi.ndee you allee light, Misler Wild," he
They had already been questioning Jim Dart
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about it, and when Wild, Charlie and -Hop came
back they stood a short distance away from the
camp as if waiting to learn more. ·
"What exploded back there, if you don't mind
tellin' us, Young Wild West?" Long asked.
"A big firecracker, that's all," was the reply.
"Oh, we sorter thought the whole blamed mountain was goin' to cave in on us."
"Well, you needn't be afraid of anything like
that happening. Our Chinaman threw a firecracker at a bunch of redskins who chased the
squaw here, that's all."
"Sorter scared 'em away, didn't it?"
"I reckon so. But the chances are they will be
back again."
·
"Did you ever see any of the redskins afore 'l"
"Yes, we saw them all last night. They pursued the squaw down the river in a canoe. I may
as well tell you just how it was. You see, Fellow
-Flower had a piece of parchment in a little iron
box that showed the way to g~t to this underground place. We came in possession of it,
though she .didn't give it to us. However, when _,
she knew we had it she declared that we must
keep it. It seems that you fellows in some way
learned about the existence of the treasure, and
it happens to be the s.i,me one we came to look
for. The eight redskins knew enough about it to
make them feel as if they should get possession
of it. They wanted the white man's gold, so it
seems, and though we hid our trail pretty . well,
they must have come upon it and then followea
us here. When the squaw took a notion to leave
she came in sight of them and then she quickly
decided to come back again. But they saw her
and gave purilsit. That's about all there is to
the story, Long."
"It's quite a lot, though, if it's all put together.
I wonder if them lnjuns is the ones we found out
about the treasure from?"
"I don't_ know. There's a young chief whose
name is Red Dog with them."
"It wasn't him, then."
"If that is the · case these must have known
~ something about it, too."
"Oh I s'pose ¥1- lot of 'em must have knowed
about 'it. The old chief what had the secret
couldn't have kept it to himself altogether."
"Well, what do you fellows intend to do, stay here and hunt for the gold, or try and make·
friends with the redskins and put yourselves
against u s?"
"Put ourselves against you? Not much, Young
Wild West. You have treated us too white for
that. We don't want nothin' to do with no redskins. We're goin' to stop here as long as you
let us an' hunt for more gold. We've got a goodsized chunk now but we want to git all we kin
. fi ed"
carry away afore' we'll ba satis
.
"All right, then, I'll take you at your word.
But look out for yourselves. 'You had better keep
around close to where we are all the time_, for
there is no telling just when the redskins will be
sneaking up. Probably they might shoot you before you know it if they were to get close enough."
This caused the two men to show considerab~e
alarm. But both declared oyer and over ag3:m
that they were going to stick to Young Wild
West and his companions. The .afternoon wore
. on, and finally the dayl~ght began t? gradually
lessen in the cavern. Wild had been m no hurry
to go back to the place where he had discovered

the wonderful idol and the rich supply of gold in
such a peculiar manner.
·
Several times he had been tempted to let the
two men know all about it, for he knew it would
be difficult to get much of the gold loose -from the
rocks in which it was imbedded. The :fact of the
matter was that even though there must be a
million dollars' worth of it there, they could hardly expect to get away with much of it.
What the boy intended to do was to go to some
place and get properly equipped and fetch packhorses enough to convey it all the way. This
would take days if not weeks, but he meant to
either do it or else bring a speculator there and
sell the gold to him outright. Nothing had been
seen or heard of the Indians since Hop set o:lf the
firecracker. But it was a pretty sure thing that
they were somewhere in the vast cavern. ·
"Wild," Arietta said, as Wing began to prepare
the evening meal, "when are you going back to
the . place where we found you?"
"By and by, Et," was the reply.
"Not to-night. Why, it's getting dark now."
"What difference does it make whether it is
night or day in this place? We can take the
lanterns and a couple of torches and go back there
and dig just as easily, can't we?"
"Yes, I suppose so. But it will be impossible
to think of removing that big idol that is almost
covered with solid gold, you say."
"lt.' s solid gold, all right, Et, and of course itwould be out of the question to thillk of removing it. I don't know but what it would be better
to let it be right where it is and go and get some
one who is interested and sell it outright. Of
course, we could pick enough of the gold from the
rocks around the idol to· make it pay us, anyhow.
We often come across treasures, but I think this
is the richest one we have ever struck."
"Yes, we are very lucky in such things, and yet- if you come to think of it we are not in need of
money."
"That's all right, Et. We can always find a
way to get rid of money. There are lots of people
on earth who have little of it, and maybe we can
fix it so we can benefit a lot of them. We'll try
to do so, anyhdw."
Supper was cooked and eaten, and by this time
it was totally dark. Long and Caboose had a fire
blazing, and sat near it, each of them ready for
an attack from the Indians. They were stationed
at a ·good point, so it ,was doubtful if the redskins could get very close to them without being
discovered. The more Wild thought about it the
more he became convinced that it would be out of
the question to think of getting away with much.
of the gold he had discovered. But he felt that
it would be all right for them to go and have
another look at the place, since his partners and
the girls had not been the1·e long enough to really
take in the wonderful scene.
The distance to the place ,was not more than
a couple of hundred feet, so when he proposed
that some of them go there, all quickly assented.
"It won't hardly do for all of us to leave the
camp her e alone, even though Long and Caboose
are so close by," he said, with a shake flf the head.
"I reckon the rest of yoi1 can go, and I'll stay
here. I was there much longer than you were,
and I had a better chance to take in all that waa
to be seen."
·
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"I'll remain .with you, too, Wild," Arietta spoke
"We can go some other time."
.
"Just as you say, little girl."
"Yellow Flower no want to see t.he gQld," the
squaw spoke up. "She will stay here."
"Me no wantee go, too, so be, Misler Wild,"
Wing, the cook, spoke up. "Me likee stay here.
Me likee um squaw velly muchee."
"Yellow Flower like the Chinee," th,e Indian
girl spoke up, boldly.
This caused a laugh.
"What is this, anyhow?" Jim Dart asked, looking from one to the other. "A sort of love match,
I reckon."
"Lat allee light, Misler Jim," Wing answered,
rather sheepjshly. "Me talk to Yellow F1ower,
and she velly nicee girl, so be."
"Yellow Flower talk to the Chinee, and he a
very nice, yellow-faced man," added the squaw,
quickly. .
""Jumpin' wildcats I" CheyllJlne Charlie exclaimed. "What's been goin' on without us knowin' it,
I'd like •to know? I wonder if we kin find a dominee anywhere in this blamed old Aztec place.
If we can we'll have a weddin' as sure as guns."
All hands were so much amused at what they
had learned so suddenly that they gave up the
idea of going to look at the treasure place until
the next morning. Arietta began questioning the
squaw, and when she got from her that though
she admired the Chinaman very much she could
not think of marrying him, the girl was not a little surprised.
"What does this mean, anyhow, I wonder?"
she asked, as she looked at Wild. "Yellow Flower says she likes Wing very much, but that she
could not think of marrying him."
"That's mighty strange, I reckon," the young
deadshot retorted. "Tell her to come here. I
want to ask her· all about it."
The squaw came over and sat at his feet.
"See here, Yellow Flower," the boy said, speaking rather sternly, "I don't understand this sort
of thing. You have already said as much as if
you were willing to marry the Chinaman. In
fact, what you both have said would make it appear that it is already arranged.. Now then, you
state that you can't marry him."
"Young Wild West," the girl said, without raising her eyes, "Yel1',w Flower is sad. She can
never go away from here. She will die here."
This.. was rather startling, and question her as
they might, nothing further could be got from
•
her.
"Et," Wild said in a whisper to his sweetheart,
"I reckon the squaw will bear watching. Undoubtedly she is worrying about the traditions of
her race, and she- thinks she shouldn't have come
here where the Aztec treasure is. Probably she,
•
is thinking of suicide."
"I'll watch her, Wild," was the reply. "She'll
get over that after we once leave here. I'll take
care of her all right." ·
The two tents had been put up for the con. venience of the party, since there was nothing
near that might be used as sleeping places.
It must have been something after ten o'clock
when all but Jim Dart turned in, for he was to
stand the first watch. Shortly after the rest
had retired, Jim walked over to where the two
men werl) sitting near the smoldering mass of
their campfire.
up.
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. all night?"
· awake
. 1t o remam
"You. f e11ows gomg
he asked.
"We don't know what else to do," Sam Long
answered, with a i,nrug of the shoulders. "Young
Wild West said as how the redskins might come
along at any time: If we should happen to go to
sleep they would clean us· out afore we knowed
it."
"Well, why don't one of you sleep at a time?"
• "We was just thinkin' about that. Are you
goin' to stay awake?"
"I am goin' to stay awake until it is time for
Cheyenne Charlie to relieve me."
"All right, then. I reckon Bill kin go ahead
an' lay down. I'll keep awake along with you."
Caboos seemed to ~e glad of the opportunity,
for he spread out his blanket a short distance
from the ~r~ and dropped ~pori it. _Nothing occurred untiJ it was nearly time for Jim to arouse
the scout to take his _place. '.fhen the sharp ears
of the boy detected sounds that were out of the
usual, and it did not take him more than half a
minute to realize that Indians were creeping that
way.
He looked over to the camp of the two men and
saw Long with his head nodding. The fire· had
almost dted 01,1.t, there being but a few Hve coals
to be seen, ye~ he could be seen quite plainly.
There "'.as no light at the camp of our friends at
. all, so it was natural that if the Indians were
really coming that way they would ,head straight
for the other place.
Jim picked up his rifle and crept over toward
the spot where the two men were. He was nearly half there when a yell suddenly sounded and
then from the darkness of the cavern cami: several redskins.
Bill Caboose, though he was sound asleep was
the first to spring to his feet. His partne; was
so. dazed that by the ti1!1e he was ready to do anythir:g Caboose was firmg upon the approaching
·
Indians.
Several shots wer~ fired by t~e Navajos, and
~hen Cheyenne Charhe, who had immediately left
the tent when the alarm sounded, openerl fire with ·
his rifle, Young Wild West not being near enough
to him to restrain v.im.
The result was the · firing did not last more
than two or three minutes. Then How Wab
lighted a lantern and they made· a survey of the
place.
"Every blamed one of them, Wild," the scout
exclaimed, jubilantly. "That's what they git fer
sneakin' up that way. Hello! One of 'em ain't
•
dead, an' blamed if it ain't the chief!"
Sure enough, Red Dog had just made a move
to crawl away. The scout pounced upon him in
a jiffy, and after a short st1·uggle overpowered
him. As he dragged him into the light of the
lantern, it was quickly discovered that he w~s not
harmed in the least. No doubt he had dropped
to the ground to escape being shot, and had
been waiting for the chance to sneak away. But
his ~even companions were either dead or dying,
for 1t seemed that Long Caboose had made hL
shots tell a s well as the scout.
"This is what I call too bad,'' our hero said,
,as he went around and looked at the fallen Indians. "It's shame that they were able to follow
us here. I did want to get through thb alh·enture
without shedding any blood."
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"That's all right, Wild. You didn't shed none
"Lucky!" gasped Caboose. "It's more than luck.
of it," the -scout said, quickly. - .
Jim threw the rope across, and the Chinaman
"I know I didn't, but you did, Charlie."
and the squaw were soon delivered safely on that
"Yes, but wasn't they t,ryin' to shed some of side.
ours?"
"Well, · Yellow Flower," Wild said, looking at
"Undoubtedly they were. But never mind. the girl ·sternly, "I reckon you have made a fool
It's too late to talk about it now."
of yourself. Are you still ,b ent upon taking your
At this juncture Arietta came running swiftly own life?"
to tlle young deadshot~·
- ,
.
"Yellow Flower will marry the· Chinese brave,"
"Wild!" she exclaimed excitedly. "Yellow Flow- was the reply in a low tone of voice. "She no
er has disappeared. I fear that she may have want to die."
gone somewhere to put an end to herself."
"All right. That sounds a whole lot better. I
"There goes some one," Sam Lon.1t spoke up, - believe you are sincere in what you say, too."
and a glimpse was instantly caught of a human
Then they all made their way back to the camp.
form as it ran ·to the passage that led to the Red Dog pleaded so hard that he was given perwater, where the big golden idol had been found. mission to go about among his dead companions
Wing, the cook, who was evidently bent upon and remove what they had of value on them.
saving his red.skin sweetheart, uttered a sharp Then, with the assistance of Long and Cabog.se,
cry of alarm and started in pursuit. Then· the the bodies were carried to the underground stream
rest followed, Hop carrying a lantern, while Char- and thrown in to drift on as far as the mysterilie lighted one of \he torches. Wild turned the ous current might take them, leaving them no
captured chief over to the .keeping of Long and doubt where many of their ancestors had gone
Caboose, telling them to see to it that he did not before them. The next morning Young Wild West
get away, and then he went on through the pas.: was not long in making up his mind that the best
sage. He was the last to reach the end of it, thing they could do would be to take some of the
and when he saw Charlie kneeling over the edge gold with them and make for the nearest minof the rocky bank holding out a torch, a broad ing camp. Sam Long and Bill Caboose were quite
grin on his face, he knew that something funny willing to go with them, but \hey first had it unmust have happened. Really, there was nothing derstood that nothin,:1; was to be said of what had
funny about it, after all, for at the foot of the happened to the two men who had been with them. ~
idol at the other side of the stream sat Wing, Several times they declared that it had been . a
.holding the Indian girl tightly in his arms.
fair :fight, and that the two men had tried to kill
"He's ,g ot her, Wild," Charlies called out, and them, but they had managed to get the best of
then he broke into a genuine laugh. "He was them. There was nothing else to do but to believe
bound she shouldn't drown. The blamed squaw the story, so Young Wild West and his friends
must have jumped rtght in the water, an' by the were willing to let it go at that. They arrived
time we got here Wing was in after her. That's two days later at a good-sized mining camp, taka whole lot more than his brother 'would have ing Red Dog1 the chief, with them. He was very
done, I'll bet, 'cause that water looks about as penitent, anct at the promise that he would not
black as ink, an' there ain't no tellin' how deep mterfere with them: again, after Yellow Flower
it is."
had declared that he would not dare to do such
"She changee her mindee, Misler Wild," piped a thing after having once seen the golden idol,
Wing from· the other side. "She velly solly she he was permitted to go his way.
jumpee in um watee." Youn,:1; Wild West found a man representin,:1; a
"All right, then." syndicate, and a few days later he escorted a
Jim turned and went back through the passage party to the wonderful cavern. A deal was made,
and was not long iri getting a rope.
which meant that our friends would receive fifty
"Hey, young feller!"· Long ~alled out. "What's per cent of the value of the gold that was taken
goin' on, .anyhow? Did you ketch the e,quaw?"
out. A little later they learned that the Smithsonian Institute was bargaining for the idol, with
"Yes, she's al"l right," was the reply.
"Can't we go _a n' have a look at what's goin' the intention to remove it and place it at Washon?" ·
~
· ington, D. ~ C. But right here we may as well
"Yes, come on, and fetch the chief with you." state that this was never done. However, the;re
Jim said this on the impulse of the moment, for was no doubt a million in gold that Young Wild he thQught it would really do no harm, -since it _West had discovere'd after so nearly meeting his
would be --a sort of satisfaction to him to let ·R ed death.
Wing did not marry Yellow Flower, after all,
Dog know that the treasure had been found;
The two villains .hustled the redskin along. for the peaceful Indians on 'Che reservation obWhen they all got there Wing was standing on jected.to it so strongly that the match was broken.
a rock at .the foot of the idol, the squaw nestling But it had -been quite a little romance while it
with her head dose to his breast. Red Dog gave lasted, and it furnished a subject for our friends
a violent start when he beheld the image, and to talk about long after. Of course Sam Long
and Bill Caboose came in for their &hare of the
propmtly fell upon his knees.
"That sorter stings him-a little, I reckon," Long gold, but whether it ever did them a great deal·
said with a grin. "What the · mischief is it, any- of good or not cannot be said, since Youn~ Wild ""'.
West and his partners never saw anythmg of
how? It looks as though it'1s ·made of ~old."
,
·
,
·
"A little more gold there than -the piece of the them afterward.
urn you found, I reckon," Wild remarked, smilingly. "That's what I found after I was whirled
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
here by the underground stream. A very lucky WEST BAFFLING DEATH; OR, ARIETTA
boy, I suppose you will call me."
AND THE CHASM."
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Nick Nipple and a certain Miss Brown, a poung
dressmaker, who showed up well in a ,mad1rover
relic of ·some Boston dame of the upper class
- Or, The . ·rivals now entered in a steady stream
'
The Young ~ire Fighters of Oakland that prevented a.nv more conversation on the part
of the doorkeepers.
Finally, with a great tooting- of horns and a
colleg-e yell, up rolled the two -omnibuses, ancl
By DICK ELLISO!-1'
out poured some forty students of the academy,
'- who entered the hall in l!'reat spirits, and took
possession of a section of side seats which had
A Serial Story
been reserved for them.
Both Tom Sedley and Suppegreenz, having to
take part in the show, had left their young ladies
CHAPTER XX. - Suppegreenz Makes His
well seated in the hall.
·
·
First Appearance On Any Stage.
Percy Jewett saw his chance and, excusing
A large crowd was expected at the town bal1, as himself to Nick's sister, sauntered up the main
several hundred tickets had been sold, so there aisle, with his opera hat under his arm, as though
didn't seem to be any doubt but that Volunteer he were the whole thing, and, much to Dora's
Hook and Ladder No. ·2 was practically an assured surprise and annoyance, appropriated the vacant
chair beside her.
fact.
· .
The academy lads had •made arrangements to
"Y~ou'r looking quite charming-, Miss Vane,"
come in a bodv
a couple of omnibuses; that is, he said, with a smirk. ·
all but Percy ·Jewett · and Nick Nipple, who were
"Indeed," she answered, coldly.
going to bring girls with them.
, "Upon my word you do," he continued, draw·
Of course, Dora Vane had 'l)olitely refused inl?' out a single . eyeglass •and placinl?' it to his
·
Percy's invitation, pleading a previous engage- right optic.
All the girls and boys who, saw · his actio11
ment, and so the young- dude had to be . cont~nt
to invite Gladys Nipple, his crony's sister, a snickered
And Percy thought he was just setting thosP.
" strawberry blonde, as. she was called. All the
same, he expected to monopolize as much of Miss girls wild with envy.
Then the curtain went up and the show bega'.l
V.ane's society as he could, never doubtfng but
the young niill girl would be quite fa scinated with an old-fa shioned minstrel, first part, with
Tom Sedley a s Interlocutor, Hen Bumsted as
with him in his Tuxedo dress-suit.
The 21st arrived at last, and to the delight of Tambo, and Sam Willett as Bones.
Fred Harper sang a ballad with good effect,
all who had arranged to be present it proved
to be a glorious starlight evening, with warmth then Tambo, Bones and the Interlocutor had a
enough in the air to satisfy the young ladies funny argument, followed bv a comic song hy
Wtllett which brought down the house. Then
whose gowns were of a lig-h.t airy material.
Josh Kidder and Sandy McGuire were at the Suppegreenz, w ho. was of cours~ blacked up,
sang a German love song, that took an encore
door.
As eight o'clock drew near the ball began to in spite of his twisted English, and he was followed by Bumsted's funn y ditty t hat shook t he
fill rapidly.
"Suffering beeswax!" exclaimed Josh of a sud- hall to the doors. The finale · was a kind of
walk-around in which .Suppegreenz did some
den, "what's this' coming?"
"Be hivins!" gasped Sand y, "if it isn't Soup wierd dancing that earned an encore.
During· the brief intermission which foll owe i
Greens may the saints presarve me. Did yez·
Perc y foun d ·i t convenient to return to Mis3
iver see such a elude!"
"B'gosh! If he hasn't got a girl with him!" Nipple, as Dora 's manner was too chill y f or enjoyment.
.
·
said Kidder, in a stonishment.
Part second was varied and amusing, one of
"Great pumpkin seeds! Look at the chrysanthemum he's got in his button-hole! Wouldn't its features being a -darky sketch by Andv
Bri_gh't and Hen Bumsted · in which the desk
that jar you, Sandy!"
·
.had s~eltered the copper case figured con At this point Suppergreenz and his young lady, w~1ch
y without g-oing to pieces a second time.
who looked like .a fresh arrival from the Father- spicuousl
The show wound up with the amusing ski t
land, turned to enter the hall.
called " School," in wr.ich Suppegreenz appeared
"Sure, here comes Tom Sedley wid his girl. a s a funn y German dunce, called Hans SpoopenFaith, if this was a beauty show It's first prize dyclce.
Miss Vane would be afther carryin' off, so she
Sam Willett was t he teacher, and whe n Hans
would," said Sandy.
· couldn't answer the f unny questions fired at him ,
Dora never looked sweeter in her life than she he was callecf out to the center of the stage.
did on this occasion. That Tom was proud to be
"Toe. the mark, Hans!" shouted the teacher.
,her escort one could see with• half an eye. She grasping- his bi!! flat stick with a business-Uk ,
had no expensive l?OWil, only a pretty white or- air, wp.ile the audience roared at what the y knew,
gandie with a corn-colored sash, while her hair or thought the}' knew, was coming. ·
Hans obeyed meekly.
was protected by a white fascinator decorated
"Now point to that hole in the floor," roarc,:l
with a corn-colored bow.
People now began to come in bunches, and one the teacher. Hans pointed.
·
of, t hese con sisted of "Percy J ewett and Miss NipThen the teacher, with man y s uggestive wink,:;
ple, who had on a swell gown from Boston, and at the conv ulsed .' 0e;:tators. aim P.rl a """";n" hi ~ -
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But Percy withdrew from her presence in a
huff before she had finished, and was lost in the
crowd of promenaders. Just then the music
struck up, and Tom brought up Frank Spencer,
and introduced him for that waltz while he took
little :M:iss Leiderkranz on the floor himself.
Percy had to get along with Miss Brown, while
Suppegreenz was tickled to death because he had
Fred Harper's delightful little sister for a partner. Everybody said the entertainment and dance
was a g-reat success, that is, eve'rybody but Percy
Jewett, who voted it to be very slow. The Oakland Times had half .a column about it. The
money received from the sale of tickets, together
with some private contributions, was handed to
Mr. Harper to lay out in a hook and ladder truck,
-· axes, fire-buckets, etc., and a call was sent out
for all applicants to the new fire company ·to
present themselves at Volunteer No. l's enginehouse on a stated date for organization under
CHAPTER ·xx:r.
the name of Volunteer Hook and Ladder Com1
pany No. 2.
The Copper Case Appears Once More-What It
A few nights after the show as Tom Sedley
Contained.
was putting up the shutters at the store Suppegreenz and Fred Harper came up.
At the conclusion gf the lanciers Tom led his
"Hello, Meye~," said Tom, curiously, "what
hall,
the
of
side
the
on
seat
a
to
partner
bE:autiful
have you f?'Ot under your jacket?"
and ·excused himself.
"Under mein yacket? Guess vunce, und off you
Before he had got a dozen feet away some hid der marks I g-iff id to you.!!
.
he
tuminl?
and
arm,
the
one ,irasned him bv
"One of your Uncle Oscar's cabbages, per- girl.
his
and
came face to face with Meyer
ha~s.
"Mine friendt · Tom," said Suppegreenz, smil' Nein. Guess anodder dimes," said Supp&ocyou
make
ing all over his face, "I vants to
.
Kreenz, with a grin.
quainted mit Miss Fritzi Leiderkranz. Fritzi, dis
or sprung- a boil in
rib
a
busted
haven't
"You
SedTom
is der foremans oft' der fire gompanys,
•
you?"
have
side,
your
.
ley."
"Nein. Noddings like dot."
Miss Liederkranz, who was snort, stout, and as
"Hello, it seems to be alive, whatever it is."
bowed,
pretty as a picture in her way, smiled and
ped you."
"I
while Tom sajd that it afforded him much pl~asit's a kitten. Nol A dog? It isn't
"Maybe
ure to make her acquaintance.
Scott! why, it's a monkey! Where
Great
a--"You vill dance mit her, Toon,9yah?"
it?"
get
you
did
"Certainly," said Sedlay, accepting her card
"He yust come PY der store himsellup dis afand writing his name down for a round and also derrioons,
und I make friends mit him."
_
·
a square dance.
"What are you going to do with it?"
"Dot's right," said Suppegreenz. "Miss Leider"I vill puy him a tuxedo suits und a pancake
kranz vos a stranger by Oagland, und I 11ant hat,
und call him Berey Shewett."
dot she haf a p:oot dimes, ain't id?"
Just then the monkey, which had seemed to be
"Sure. Just mtroduce her to the boys, and they very
quiet and meek, gave a sudden spring out
will see that she doesn't remain a statue."
of Suppegreenz's arms, and landed on the · porch.
"Look, Tom. Dere is dot Berey Shewett buzz- In
a jiffy he climbed up one of the pillars and
ing your gels for a dance . .I put a flee PY hi3 disappeared through an open window.
ear vonce oft' ,rou do.ok Fritzi a minute."
"Say, Meyer, there'll be the deuce to pay.
Meyer skipped up to Dora Just as she said:
"Mr. Sedley has my dancin_p: programme, Mr. That's Mr. Brown's room."
"He von'd dook nodings."
Jewett. You will have to ask him for the dance."
"You can't tell what the little rascal may do.
"Oxcoose me, Miss Vanes, bud may I ·dook a
dance py your card? Der vos only von dot vos We must 11'0 upstairs and catch him."
So up they went, and when Tom opened the
left, unci your b~r?Der said be vould. let me haf
door of his/uardian's room a gleam of moon·1d off you vos v1llmgs."
"Why, of course " she replied, sweetly, at the light showe the monkey seated upon a round
same ti.ne wondering how Tom could have filled table in the corner of the floor, helping himself
from a plate of crackers and cheese.
,
out her engagements so quickly. ,
Having finished this, the monkey held up a
"I say, Miss Vane, that isn't quite fair, you
bottle to his eye as one would a telescope, and
!mow," said Percy Jewett.
"Really, I don't know anything about it. You then satisfied it was empty, commenced to jabwill have to see Mr. Sedley," she said, rather ber furiously.
Then he started on a tour of the room.
pleased to "think · she would escape the honor of
"How are we to catch him?" as~ed Fred Har.
dancing with him.
"But, you see, Sedley and myself are not on per,' looking at the monkey: where he had perched
himself upon the top of a shelf over Cale&
exactly on-er-good terms. you Jmow."
• ·
"I am very sorry, but really I don't see how Brown's bed.
(To be continued.}
1 can give you a d.ance till--"
at th~ temnting target thus displayed, and swung
with all his might, for it was understood among
the boys of Volunteer · No. 1 that Suppegreenz
was to catch it bot at the show.
At th critical moment he fell upon his stomach
like an eel, and Sam Willett hit the air only.
As that offered no resistance Sam lost his balance and landed on his ear on the stage, and
then spun about like a top till he fetched up
against tlie proscenium arch with a whack that
!mocked all the fUn of the thinl? out of him.
The audience simply went into hysterics of
mirth. And Sam looked foolish when he sat u'p
and wondered if a Western cyclone had struck
the buildint,!.' and left him the only survivor. At
any rate the joke wasn't on .Suppegreenz.
0
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GOOD READING
CARD SHARPERS INFEST FAST TRAINS
Card sharks back in the ant'ebellum days who
victimized cotton and ·sug-ar planters out of fortunes in jackpot and stud pqker as they traveled ' from landing to landing- aboard the oldfashioned Mississippi River steamboats, had
nothing on the modern sharper who is traveling
de luxe out of Memphis on crack trains of half
a dozen trunk line railroads.
Epecial agenis and police departments in the
South admit that the situation presents a problem difficult · to handle, and one which requires
tact and diplomacy. The victims insist upon the
utmost privacy in handling their complaints and
many accept their losses quietly for fear of
newspaper publicity.
A .score of Arkansas and Mississippi planter.,,
to say nothing of several business and professional men of Memphis, have filed complaints
with W. T. Griffin, inspector of detectives, an<l
Peter McHugh and Edward Monroe, chief special agents for the Illinois Central and Frisco
Railroads.
.
A prosperous traveling public ridinR' the fastest trains, those composed exclusively of club,
COLUMBUS'S VOYAGE AND DISCOVERY
. parlor and sleeping coaches, demands entertajnOF AMERICA COST $7,200
ment. Ana these tourists want so,m ething more
~ From some old record it has been discover~d than radio concerts, dininR' car service, reading, .
that the Nina, the Pinta •and t~e Santa Ma1;1a, lounginR" and smoking rooms. They want a bit
the three ships of Columbus, cost $2,800. . Addmg of galvanized action and high pressure - and
to this the expense of the voyage, the discovery they find this in an exciting poker game, particof America ·mounted up to the munificent sum ularly if the stakes are running high:
Jof $7,200. Columbus received an ann,ual salary of
Three orgal)ized ganJ?s of card sharpers, op$820, says "The Los Angeles T_imes. '
. erating on these fast trains, have been driven
If Columbus had waited until to-day to do J:i.1s out of tlie South in the last .few days as the rediscovering he would have had hard work locating sult of an astounding- game of stud poker on
a bungalow on a fifty-foot lot for that figure. If a club car of the Panama Limited, swiftest train
he were a baseball scout he would have ~ get 011 the Illinois Central, in whicli .a planter of
Queen Isabella to pawn $50,000 worth o~ Jewels Tunica, Miss,, lost thousands of dollars. The railfor a new pitcher.. Or if he were .a "movie" star road company recovered $5,500 for the victim
astronomer he might have to disgorge several when three card sharks were raided at a downhundred thousand ducats to drag the star down town hotel and held on swindling charges.
out of the firmament. •
.
.
Hugh Fontaine, the wealthy planter, who also
Columbus manifested rare business acumen lJ! is a Memphis bank director and maintains a
&oosing an age when discovering was compar~- town house, was the victim.
tively cheap. · Even a :fi,rst-class North P?le m
Mr. Fontaine said he caught bits of conversagood condition would tax the gre~t navigator tion later that caused him to suspect that everymore than the entire Western Hemisphere com~ thinJ? in Denmark was not sanitary. So he appealed to the railroad detectives. The alleged
bined.
This reminds us that Mi·1ton pu t h'1s "Para d"ise swindlers were captured in a downtown hotel in
Lost" on the bargain counter for $28. Michael- Memphis last week, or about three weeks after
angelo spread his dreams over the vaulted arches Mr. Fontaine overestimated the value of aces
of St. Peter's for nothing, and it took hi~ yea~·s _ up. The case was compromised when the men
to do it. Emerson had hard work marketmg his returned $5,500 and were g-iven two hours to
wares.
Even today you have to give people a bonus get out of town.
to get them to · accept and enj ?Y the .best things.
The flying machine was received with guffaws.
"Moving Picture Stories"
Possibly it is a good thing for humanity that
Columbus lived when he did. If he had under- A Weekly Ma&'azlne Devoted to Photopla;rs and l'la;rer•
taken to discover America now and prove 'that
PRICE TEN•CENTS PER COPY
the earth is round he would have to have a whole
Each number contains Three Stories o~ the Best Ji'llm1·
. battery of lawyers to defend _him. . .
.
on the Screen-Elegant Halt-tone Scenes..from the Plays
As it was, they brought him ho;11e il'! cham_s. -Interesting Articles About Promment People in the
or Actors a1_1q Actresses lll the Studio
Statesmen have often shown peculiar wisdom m Films-Doings
handling matters of science. Chains seem to be and Lessons in Scenario Wr1tmg.
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
their favorite decoration for the benefactor,s of
166 West 23d Street
New Yor, Cit;y
the race.
BURNS 31 WOODEN SHIPS
Stripped of their internal eq1;1ipment and
bound into a massive junk heap, thirty-one remnants of. the wartime Government fleet of wooden
ships vanish~d in tl_i~ flames of a salvager's torch
on the Potomac River.
Having long outgrown their usefulness-so!lle
never were given a sailing chance-the. shiJ:!S
which once comprised a proud unit of a gigantic
emergency construction project costing hundreds
of millions of dollars, and _whose building_ led
to numerous official rows durmg the preparations
for war, were taken from Wid,ewater, Va._, to
Sandy Point, on the Maryland side of the river,
covered with a wire netting shroud and burned
to the water's edge.
.
It is estimated that 300 tons of metal will be
saved from each of the vessels by the Western
Marine Salvage Company, which still has 209
of the wooden craft awaitinst. a si!llilar doom.. .
The spurt.inst flames at their height were v,m ble for miles.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST

. Washington had a special fondness for sorrel
horses. He rode a fine one at the Battle of
Trenton.
,
When Lafayette and Rochambeau wrote to
~ashing-ton, which they did frequently, accordmg to the Washington Star, they employed the
English language, although Rochambeau wrote
in French and had his letters translated before
mailini..
.
All the States took official action upon the
farewell address, and several States did the
unusual thini? of havini? it bound as a part of
their laws.
Washington was the only person whose birthday was publicly celebrate·d while he still lived.
February 22 was quite widely observed while
he was president.
John Adams, while president, in Philadelphia,
refused to sanction the celebration of Washington's birthday on the i?round, as he afterward
said, that it was a slii.ht upon the highest official of the land to honor thus a private citizen.
Washinl!'ton died at the beginning of the last
hour of the day, of the last day of the week,
of the last month of the year, of the last year
of the century.

·FINDS SISTER AFTER 40 YEARS
A search which had extended over a period
of forty years was rewarded when Richard
Hahn, a restaurant employee of Jersey City,
came to Bethlehem to meet his sister, Anna
Hahn of Nazareth, Pa., all traces of. whom he
had lost many years ago. Aside from the blood
ties which bind them it is learned there awaits
Teacher-Why is the. English language spokenin Germany an inheritance of between $40,000 of as the mother tongue? Pupil-I think it is
and $60,000 to be shared by the pair.
because women use it more than me ndo.

LAUGHS

WILDCAT KILLED NEAR WEST POINT
Within l!'unshot range of the United States
Military Academy at West Point, Nicholas Condere of Highland Falls shot and killed a ferocious wildcat, which he exhibited to neighbors
und friends. •
The wildcat weighed nearly sixteen pounds.
It was shot at Cedar Pond. Complaints had been
made by farmers that some vicious animal had
been killing- chick~s.
It is seldom that wildcats have in recent years
been seen so near New York City.
Occasionally they have been shot in Sullivan
Countv, within 100 miles of the metropolis, but
Congiere killed this one near the Rockland County border in Orange County.
0

FACTS ABOUT WASHINGTON
He was six feet two inches tall.
He had brown hair, which became thin and
g-ray.
"He never knelt in church," said Bishop White,
"but stood during- the devotional part of the
service. Mrs. Washington knelt."
His nephew, who lived for years with the
Washingtons, said he was always up before sunrise. He knelt in private prayer, both morning
and evening.
For some reason which ~i~ family n~ver knew,
Washington stopped takmg communion years
before he died. Mrs. Washington invariably remained for that service.
Washington had smallpox when a boy visiting
the Barbadoes.
.
He 1eceived an .appointment to go in the navy
when 14 years of age, but his mother objected,
and 80 it was g-iven up.

"I'll never write to a college girl again " "Why
not?" "Oh, nothing much. I ha-ve just learned
that two hundred of her . classmates read my let-ters regularly."
"But, daughter, why didn't you tell the young
!!1an to stop kissing you?'' asked the mother.
Why, mother, you know you taught me never to
interrupt anyone!"
"Can I l!ave my arrow, please? It has 'gone
over into your garden." "Certainly, my little man.
Do you know where it is?" "Well, I-I think it's~
stick~ng in your cat. 0
"Yes," said the merchant, "I want a good
bright boyl.. to be partly indoors and partly out~
doors." "That's all right, but what becomes of
me when the door slams?"
Scribbled-I wonder if I'd have better success
with the magaziMs if I should have my articles
typewritten. Frank Friend-Mercy, no! Then
the editors could read them.
Mrs. Crawford-Why don't you ask your husband's advice? · Mrs. Crabshaw-I intend to, my
dear, just as soon as I've made up my mind what
I'll do. .
A New York man was recently acting as guide
through an art gallery for a friend from the ·
country. As they paused before a statuette, the
guide said: "That is Psyche. Executed in terra
cotta. "What a pity!" said the rual one. "How
barbarous they are in those South American
countries!"

,:
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CURRENT NEWS
.FOUND A MANACLED SKELETON IN
WOMEN'S BEARDS
A TREE
The women of imperial Rome once got posNear Tishomingo, Texas, a strange discovery
sessed of a morbid ambition to raise beards like was made by some woodchoppers who were worktlieir brothers and husbands. They used to shave ing in the hills west of that place. They brought
their chins and smear unguents over them. It to town a skeleton and a section of a tree to
41>pears, however, that the men of Rome did not bear evidence of the truthfulness of their story.
:f&vo1 tb.is feminine eccentricity, for Cicero menee which was
They cut down a large oak
tions a law was passed to prevent women wear- partly hollow, but · the entrance to the hollowed
ing beards.
portion had almost entirely grown over, leaving
only a narrow slit in the outside of the tree.
When the tree fell to the ground it was split
"BRASS" BUGS EATING CASTLE
The noted castle of ,Prince Isenburg, Pu d- open by the shock, ·and there, lying in the ceningen, ·in Hessen, which was built in the twelfth ter fYf. the broken wood, was the skeleton of a
century, is threatened with destruction. It is man. On one ankle of the skeleton was a band
of iron attached to a piece of chain, evidently
in danger of being eaten up by bugs.
; The bug which ·threatens the castle is the · so- from the manacles worn when be sought refuge
cjilled brass bug, a tiny brass-colored i;nsect with- in the hollow tree. From all indications the
out wings, which was brought with--r-h..ubarb roots skeleton has been entombed for years, for the
;from Asia · Minor twenty years ago. The brass tree had grown sufficiently to al.most cover the
ll'ug eats all the wood and furnishings, leaving opening through which he crawled., to hide. Two
of the ribs were broken in such manner as to
but the bare stone walls.
The Qrass bug seems to be immune to chent- lead to the belief that it was done by a bullet.
The supposition is that the man escaped from
icals. In an attempt to save the castle floors
'- the fillings are being torn up and burned and some prison and had fled with a portion of his
. lltrict quarantine has been established to pre- manacles, and being shot and hard pressed, had
sought refuge in the tree and there died.
vent the bug from being a ' pest.
SCHOOL TO STUDY DOGS OPENED IN
BERLIN
· A s,pecial school for the study of dogs, the
first of its kind, has been opened in Berlin. It
will be conducted under the auspices of the Association of Breeders of German Shepherd Dogs
and is to furnish a more thorough knowledge
of dogs, especially in regard 'to their psychology
and: pedigree.
There will be a special course of study on
faulty breeding. Thereby, it is hoped, the dog
may come to be considered not only as a mere
pet, but also as a friend and helper of man.
The increased breeding of German shepherd dogs
4
and Airedales is expected to prove an additional
feature of economic benefit.
TRANS-ATLAN TIC PHONE
Success of .experiment in trans-oceanic radiotelephony has led to the prediction by engineers
that commercial trans-Atlantic radiophone conversatio will be a regular part of the telephone
system before many years pass, says Scientific
American. It will then be possible ,to lift the
r.::ceiver of the ordinary house telephone in any
section of the United States and ask central for
a number in London, just like a long-distance
call is made.
It is understood that the experiments have
utilized an entirely new principle of wireless and
it is being guarded with secrecy. A special form
of carrier wave is radiated from the big station
. at Rocky Point, L. I.; which serves the same
purpose as a telephone wire, along which the
voice can be sent in both directions. The voice
currents are superimposed on the carrier wave.
The words are picked up at Chertsey, England,
and are then passed through transformers and
forwarded to London by underg1:ound wires.

"DOG DAYS" . NAMED FOR STAR
Most :i?eople associate dog days with mad dogs.
Even Phney, in his day, called attention to the
prevalence of madness among dogs during that
period of the summer called dog days. And yet
it was a manifestation due to the movement of
the stars and not dogs, which gave to the hottest,
most trying period of the summer the name of
dog days, says The Indianapolis News. '
The ancients applied the name to a period of
about foi·ty days at the time of the heliacal rising
of Sirius, the dog star. The heat, which is usually the most oppressive of the year, was formerly
ascribed to the conjunction of that star with the
sun.
Due to the precession of the equinoxes it is no
longer the time of the heliacal rising of the dog
star, but the name and the old beliefs still are
handed down from generation to generation. It
hardly seems fair to link Sirius, bright, .brilliant, glorious, with mad dogs, hot weather and
summer complaint, especially since it has not a
thing to do with them.
Even Homer, in his Iliad, says "Brightest of
all is l\e, yet for an evil sign is he set and
bringeth much fever upon hapless man." Sirius
is called the dog star because it is the chief star
in the constellation of the great dog which follows at the heels of ,Orion in his journey across
the skies. As a single star it vies with. Orion,
the most spectacular of the constellations, as the
chief attraction in the winter sky. Its admirers
look for it about the middle of November, for it
is then that it begins to appear above the horizon,
far to the southeast, as it trails after Orion. All
through the winter and the early spring its glory
blazes forth, until in May when its pathway b
dimmed by the light of the sun.
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SECRET SERVICE

FROM ALI.: POINTS

Grand and Thrilling DetecVve Stories
KEROSENE MIRACLE
A three-gallon can filled with kerosene passed
through a fire at Wha1·ton, Texas, unharmed,
when a home was destroyed. In clearing away
the debris following the destructive fire, the
filled can was fouhd in .a pile of smoldering
·
ashes.

By OLD KING BRADY
Price 10 Cents
We can still sup_ply the following nurntJers
of the above Weekly

1aas
1339

1340
JERSEY FARMER PLOWS UP POT OF
1'341
ENGLISH COINS
Geprge Golier, a farmer, livin11: 12 miles from
134~
recentfield
Washington, N. J., while plowing his
1343
·1y found a pot filled with old coins.
Dates and inscriptions indicated that the coins 1344
had been brought over by the i!:Oloni sts from 1345
England. Some bore the inscription, "Rex, 1346
Geoi:geus Third" and the date 1;776 and 1775?.
One coin had ' the impression of a lJ.arp and the 1.347
,vord "Hibernia.," while another had the words · lll48
"Auctora Connec" on one side, and "lnde et Lib"
1a1.u
on, the other.
1350

BOUNTY OF PIED PIPER
The Pied Piper of Hamlin has nothing on the
city ordinance of Virginia, Minn., Queen City
of the Mesaba Iron Range, which does• the same
thin£ without makiny the slightest claim to using any magical or supernatural agency.
A 10-cent piece in the coin of the realm turns
the trick as effectively as would half a dozen
such bewitched flutes as the Pied Piper had. The
dime rat bounty is the magical clause in the
city ordinance which is ridding Virginia of its
rats.
Since the ordinance went into effect about
eight years ago $5,609 has been distributed, according to Al. Bickford, City Clerk.

l3Sl.

'l'h" .i3rndys and t!J.., Subway Mystery; or, Tracklnar
a Gang of Counterfeiters.
.. and the White Band; or, The Sign ot the SU•
ver Cro~~" anu .Lock Box tlo. 11 :' or, Solving a Post-Office
11
" an JY~1\!r¾e11ow Crooks; or, The Chase for the
Cl<ine..•~ Dl,unonds.
" Strangest Case; or, The Skeleton In the Well.
anfra~eollSi:~~~J Boy; or, Hr,t Work ' on the
" and the Forged Check; or, Convicted by an
" n!~tk T1:i~J't or, The Clue In the Glass Jar.
r
" and the ('rarksmen; or, A DesperP-te Qame
Milllons.
In the Coal Mine; or, The Mystery of Shaft
0
0
" an~ th~ ·voodoo Queen; or, A Dark Case from
,
San Juan Hill.
" 11nd the Boy Spy; or, Solving a Secret of Seven
•
YearL
" end the Missing Money; or, Shadowing a s 09 •
_
f)ected Man.
" Cl~rr~t''n Case; or, The Hidden Den ot Pell

°

1852 "
lll6S

"

and the Double Daggers: or, The Secret Sign ·
or Vengeance.
11n8r~,~~-d Bre ft klock": or._Trapping a Desperate

The price of the followinit numbers
. ;l3'i¼

"

13:io "
1356 ••
1357

"

136&

"

l !t9

•·

1360

"

1s

7 Cents

On a Raid; or, Hounding Up the Circus l<'akirs
and the Snake Charmer: or, The Search for
the Hindoo ldol.
· After the Bronx Burglars; or, Nabbing the oa,
-,
House Gang.
nnd the Dumb Boy; or, The Fate ot Messenger
No. 9.
and the Blind Chinaman; or, The White Slave•
ot Mott Street. .
Tracking ll Skeleton Arm; or, The Clew ta
the _Tree ..
th:3 :3.ctorv Boy: or, The Mystery ot the

a~1 11

0

and the Poisoned Pen; or, Folllng a Desperate
_
Plot.
~362 " Chasing the Black Crook: or, Solvln11: a Fl.tth .,_
Avenue 711,;vstery.
13(;3 " and the Banker's Boy; or, The Kldnappen of
Mulberry Bend.
l3t•l " After the Gold Brick Man; or, Chasln11: a Oans
ot Swindlers.
1361! " and the Dla~ond Heart: or. The My11tery of
a Mummy .
1366 " Red Glove Clew: or. '.l.'he Secret Band of Seven.
1367 " and the Man N<'xt Door; or the Mystery Ho-::.-.
on High Street.
1368 " Cnse in Chinatown; or, Tracking th Hip Slnar
Tong.
1369 " ~~~;:: Mad B_arber: or, B'lh•lng A Singular
1301 "

FIND RUINS OF LOST RACE .
Scientists of the Bishop Museum of Honolulu,
which is affiliated with Yale University, have discovered ruins of great antiquity on the Mariana
Islands, between Hawaii and the · Philippines,
which indicate a vanished civilization in the Pacific comparable to that of the ancient mainland,
according to Professor Herbert E. Gregory of •
the Yale geology department and director of_the
Bishop Museum, who has just returned from
·
Honolulu.
These ruins are so old that the Chomarros,
who have inhabited the islands for upwa.fd of a
thousand .years, know nothing of them. There
are hundreds of tall, gracefully shaped stone
columns bea1·ing carver! caps, each weighing
nearly a ton, and arr~nged · in long colonnades
and circles. The purpose of the great edifices of
which these were a part is so far unknown, nor
has it been possible as yet to determine the date
of their construction or the race of theii: builders.
A studv of the skeletons buried at the base of
the columns seems to suggest that people related to the Ainus of Northern Japan and to
some· of the earliest Polyne,:ians were the first
inJ,.,hitants.

1370

"

1'371

"

1372

"

1373

"

1374

"

Six Daye• Chase: or, Runnina Down a Clever
Crook.
and tile Illnck Dwarf; or, Worl,ing Up a Poison
·
Clew.
Masked Foe: or, The Man With the Misslna
.
Finger.
and the Sneak Thieves; or, Running Down tho
Red Hook Gang
Working a "Blind"; or, The Secret of tho
•
Sealed Room.

Any of the above numbers win be malled to ye•
postage free, upon receipt of the price In money, q ·
postage f ShllDtlS. '
HARJU'. E, WOLFF. PUBLISHER. IN.C.,
lli6 ,vest 23rd Street,
New l'ork. N. Y.
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THE LAST TRICK
The li.all was as dark and silent as a tomb.

A slight click as a key was inserted in the outer
door. A draft of damp wind as the door opened
to silhouette a figure against the murky clark-

J].ess of the night. The door shut sl6wly with only
lone squeak from a faulty hinge. The silent
figure stood motionless for a fleeting instant,
and then padded quickly over the carpeted floor
to the staircase that disappeared upwards in the
half-darkness. A hand went into his hip pocket
and emerged with an object that glinted evilly.
Walking slowly, testing each step before he
threw his weight upon it, he made careful progress up the stairs. At the top he paused for
an instant to look around. The long hall that
raf} the entire length of the house was quiet and
dark, except for a faint light that showed beneath a door at the farther end. The figure
drew a sharp breath as it saw the lfght, and
began to walk silently toward it.
Suddenly he felt the hard, cold muzzle of an
automatic · between his ribs. Instinctively he
raised his arms behind his head. A low voice
sounded behind him in the darkness: "Keep on
going toward the light at the end of the hall;"
~ An arm swept the newcomer's gun from his
raised hand. The c~ptive tried to turn in_ order
to see who held him up, but the automatic was
jammed harder against his body. He obeyed instructions meekly enough, and walked the length
of the hall, his enemy unseen or unheard but
not unfelt.
They stopped at the door beneath which ~he
faint light showed, and the captor spoke aga1~:
"Open the door, but don't try any monkey business."
The captive obeyed in silence. The door opened
into what was evidently a gentleman's bedroom,
to judge from the character of the furnishings.
Then the man waved his gun toward an easychair and said: "Sit down and make yourself at
--4ome,-"
His captive obeyed, nervously watching the
gun in the other's hand. He ventured to speak:
"Put that thing down; it might go off."
The dark man sank into a chair and laid his
gun on a table within easy reach of his hand.
He surveyed his captive with some contempt.
"You must be an amateur at house-breaking. I
heard you at the door from way up here."
The other lowered his eyes sheepishly. "I didn't
think there was anybody in here."
The man with the gun laughed. "But there
was. What's your name?"
"Binkert."
"Not Paddy Binkert ?"
The man hesitated an instant. "No, Rolly."
The other man smiled. "It wouldn't have done
,y ou any good to lie. I know ~addy; an~ now I
Jmow Rolly. But didn't you pick out big game
when you came here?"
"Oh; I don't know. Nothing so big about it
that I know of.''
"Maybe you don't know whose house you're
ID., .
Binkert grinned for the first time. "I've been
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· in this joint before. It's Police Commissione,1·
Hyde's."
"You're looking at the Commissioner now," the
other man exclaimed.
•
The intruder stared a moment, then he burst
into laughter. "Oh, no, I ain't. You ain't Hyde,
I know him when I see him, and besides, Hyde's
out of town. I seen him down at the Grand Central buyin' a ticket for ,Rochester. T~at•~ w~y
f figured it'd be safe for me to pull a Job m his
house. But you beat me to it. You got the right
of way. By the way, what's your name?"
The other smiled and shoved his gun into his
pocket. "I know Hyde's off to Rochester," he
admitted. "One of my bunch trailed him, I never
d<, any trailing 'cause it gives the fly cops a
cr.ance to see me. My name's Haines."
Binkert gasped. '?.Haines? Not Lefty?"
"Nobody else. I came here to give Hyde's d~mp
the once ·over, take a few of his little trinkets,
and leave one 9f my notes behind for him to
read and weep."
"Lefty, you sure have got the nerve. If I
hadn't known Hyde you'd a-pulled {he wool over
my eyes. As it was, I wasn't too sure of J]lYscif. until you admitted you was Haines."
"What kind of a lookin' guy is Hyde?"
"That's the reason I laughed when you said
you was Hyde, Where you're kinda light an,d
slender, Hyde is dark and pretty stout. Hes
about my build."
·
"Not much of a haul here," said Haines, as he
\''aved a hand around the room. "I'm doing it
mostly to have ·a laugh on Hyde. Everybody
knows he has sworri to nab me. Binkert, suppose we clean out Hyde's cute little domicile and
split fifty-ftfty ? What do you say?"
"Suits me. Where do we start'/"
Haines picked up a pair of gold-backed brushes
from the dresser. "I don't usually bother with
such junk, but maybe Hyde'll hate to lose 'em."
He extended them toward Binkert. Binkert
fumbled in his pocket for an instant, and then
made as if to take the brushes from Haine~.
There was a quick flash of steel, a sharp clickand a pair of shiny handcuffs encircled Haine's
slender wrists, "Haines was furious. He glared
at .Binkert.. "What's the idea, Binkert? Trying
to double-cross me?"
Binkert smiled serenely as he put the brushes
back in thei-r proper place on the dresser.
"You made a mistake in the name, Haines;
it's not Binkert, it's Hyde. I'm the poltce commissioner," and he extended a little card in mock
courtesy before Haines' glaring eyes. "I'm sotry
to catch you.red-handed like this, Lefty, but you
can't blaiue a man for not wanting to see his
best brushes disappear before his very eyes, can
you?"
Haines knew he had lost. "You're pretty clever,
Hyde. How did you work it? How'd you know
I was here?"
•
I · saw your pal Whitey at the Grand Central. He seemed to be following my mot'emenb,
very carefully. I got in a coach and 0:ut on the
other side. Whitey beat it right away and I
followed .him. He came here, and when he went
by the . house he dropped · his handkerchief. I
knew that was a signal of some kind. I came
into my O\vn house and you took me for a
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crook. That's all there was to it. Your pal
.......d_idn't double-cross you."
"Well," said Haines carelessly, "you cops take
a trick once in a while. Lord knows I've made
it hot enough for you the last couple of years."
"Of course I win," Hyde grunted. "Now you'll
nay for it behind the bars."

of which has been known to measure an extreme
height of four · and a quarter inches. The web
of this Nephila is golden yellow, very brilliant
and beautiful. Its stays and guys extend over a
diameter of five or six feet or upward, with a
closely orb-woven center three to four feet across.

FLYING FISH AS GLIDERS
Denizens o{ the deep are protected by nature
against their enemies. Some fish are built fo-!'
/ SPIDER WEBS USED AS FISHING NETS
speed, others more sluggish and slow of move-'
Dr. E. W. Gudger, associate ·in ichthyology of ment have armor-like surfaces, still others are
the American Museum of Natural History, dur- protected by their color.
"Nowhere in nature is competition keener than .
ing his research work in connection with the Dean
bibliography of fishes, frequently finds important in the sea," says John T. Nichols, head of the Dedata pertinent to.fishes and fishing of unusual in- partment of Recent Fishes, Museum of Natural
terest, and very recently 'has published a paper History. "The large fish eat the smaller ones and ·
on the subject of spider webs used as fish nets. each kind must be fitted in some special way not
enemies
These webs are, as one may readily suppose, spun onlr to get its living but to escapewethe
find" fishes
by large spiders such as are found only in hot which surround it. Consequently,
countries or those south of the equator. The webs with all sorts of interesting and peculiar structures corelated with some habit which is to their
are extraordinarily tough and durable.
fishes, .
In Australia ' spiders were found whose bodies - advantage. For instance, there are flying
over the .
measured two inches in length and which had a probably the most abundant surface fishsurrounds
·
leg spread of fully four inches. The web made by expanse of tropical sea which almost
such spiders was stretched from one tree to an- the globe near the Equator.
"The flying fishes have the breast fins and
other for a distance of from twelve to fifteen feet
enlongated
and reached a height in the middle of ·about six . sometimes the ventral fins peculiarly
them in the air when they<
feet. In New Guinea webs were found so strong and stiffened to support escape
an enemy beneath..
that a glossy starling, a bird about the size of a leap from the water to
species, in a good breeze, will
linnet, was caught fast and helpless. Further- the surface. Some
of a mile. Apparently the
more, the web was so glutinous that even if the fly up to an eighth
the leap and the force of the
bird had' broken out with its struggles it would in_itial velocity of powers.
The racial aspect of
have been unable to fly away. It is stated on ex- wmd are motive
fish's wings and the stream lines of its
cellent authority that the natives of. Toman Is- a flyingto borrow an aeronautical expression, renland in the South Seas use spider webs to carry body,
it a most efficient glider.
such articles as arrowheads, tobacco and the dried der".Acc_ording
to the theory of natural selection,
poison used for their arrows.
the same as the law of evolution but
On Treasury Island, in the Solomon group, the which -isannotexplanation
of it, a habit should premerel;v
natives bend a strong twig into a hoop, then take cede
m time the structure which serves it· the ..
it into the woods where the spider webs are to structure
will arise by survival of the fitte'st to ·
be found and wave the hoop about among the
the particular hhbit. Ancestors of the
webs until several have been woven over it. Armed follow
fish were apparently slender species much
with such a net they go to a pool and placing flying
.the needle fishes ,or salt water gars. These
the net upon the surface of the water, put on it like
are great jumpers, and it is very easy to believe
sdch bait as spiders or insects. As . this floats that slight variations in the size of their fins
about it is invisible and fish, swimming up. for would enable some of ,them to prolong their leap
bait, become· entangled in the tough · meshes and and escape their enemies and eventually turn into
are easily caught.
flying fishes.
The method .employed by th~ natives of New
"On the hi~h seas small schools of the bright-'·
Guinea is to bend a piece of bamboo into ffie colored dolphin, probably the swiftest fish that
shape of an enlarged t~nnis racket. This is taken swims, are prowling about, preying on the flying
into the woods and placed upon a busk where the fish. Another fish .w hich feeds principally upon
spiders are thickest. They easily avail themselves them is the oceanic bonito, a small off-shore cousin
of the convenient framework and weave a strong of the giant tuna sought by sportsmen.
,·veb upon it. The native takes his made-to-order
"Flying fishes are found particularly in the
net down to the stream and is able to catch fish trade wind belts of all oceans where they are sure
up to a pound in weight with no ha!-mful result· of a good breeze.- The longest species reach a
to his improvised net.
length of about eighteen inches."
Occasionally the forked end of a shrub is used
for the framework of a net. The neb is twisted
TOOTH WEIGHS A POUND
flat across the forked ends and its elasticity forms
A huge tooth, measuring four inches across ·
a bag when it contains the weight of the fish. and fifteen in circumference, folVld in a gravel
One striking feature noPd about spider webs was bed fifteen feet below the £round, is exciting .
that they were transpan.nt in water. Such nets, a R'reat deal of speculation in Junction City, .
furthermore, do not appear to be very perishable. Kanii. The find was made in Clark's Creek, easl :
Sometimes; after having served the purpose of a oJ Junction City, by workmen who were excavat- ·
fish net, the web is us,ed as a net for catching ing fpr the abutment to a bridge. The tooth,
··
butterflies, moths or even' bats.
a small portion of which is missing, weighs one.·
Dr. Gudger says that in Florida the spider ounce over a pound. The enamel on it is perknown as Nephila plumipes is found, the .female fectly preserved and is a quarter-inch thick.
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BRIEF BUT POINTED
STARTS BIG WOLF HUNT
A large party of sportsmen, including Morris
Ackerman, noted hunter, angler and author, of
Cleveland, Ohio, have gone to the Gatineau Hills,
100 miles t.., the north, to take part in an organized wolf hunt.
Wolves are reported as ravaging the stock
on the Gold Note Stock Farm, twenty miles from
Burbidge, Quebec. The animal!! are in a stretch
of woodland, practically surrounded by the waters
of Hollick Lake, and have been prevented from
reaching the mainland by the stock farm settlement situated at the neck of the peninsula. The
wolves were ti:apped on the peninsula when the
ice broke up last spring.
The hunters hope, by combinlt' the woods, to
drive the animals into the open •and obtain a
good bag.

wit!:1 an a~r of Bucolic wonder and seems to be
affl1cte~ with ve~go whe,n ever he looks off the
l~ftf pm;11acle which his parents have chosen as
his Jumpmg off place in life. When full feathered
and ;ready for flight, even, the _young gulls are ;,o
stupid and slow that repeate·d1y we have photographed them at arm's length.

MARK TWAIN'S GAME OF BILLARos ·
It may not be generally known that M·ark
~~in was a billard fan, but it is a fact. In his
Thirty Years of Billiards" (G. P. Putman's
Sons) "Yillie Hoppe says that while playing with
Sutton m a tournament in Madison Square Garden, in 1906, he was surprised by a sudden outbu~st of applause. He p oce~ds:.:_
~ow, there are two occasions when a billiard
audienc.e always applauds-when you pull off
THE GLAUCUS GULL
some crrcus s~ot or when you reach 100. I had
"The glaucus gull's pure white vest and coat pe~ormed neither of these ft11ts, and yet the
of lightest gray, his high flying manners and his audience had burst into a thunder of enthusiasm
"I stopped playing and looked up. Coming ~
comparative silence make him superior among the
ociable, fidgety and noisy little auks or dovekies," at tne door was a majestic figure of a man with
the dispatch continues. "Yet the glaucus gull is a huge shock of white hair. It was Mark Twain
a voracious thief, who, like the Eskimo or the one of the most enthusiastic b!lliard fans I eve;
infrequent visitor, will, without compunction, rob knew. When the game with Sutton was ended
an eider duck of he·r young qr her eggs. Trout and the crowd had finished its enthusiasti~
and other Arcti~ fish, and, as with the little auk, 1emonstra_tion over his marvellous performance
shrimp, c;m easily be obtained in the water when- 1n av_eragmg 100, the referee held up his hand
for silence.
ever he cares to supplement his bill of fare.
As an enemy of the little auk, however, he
". 'We, have a. distinguished visitor with us here
seems to be best prepared. The glaucous gull ,a r- tom~ht, he said, waving his hand toward Mark
»ives at Etah a week or so ahead of ·the little auk Twam: 'You all know him and love him. I've
army and m~es his home on some inaccessible seen 1:um at every big billiard match in New York
point of rock high above the little auk niche nests. for years. Let's see if we can't get him to say a
Although he hesitates to attack them when they few words on this memorable occasion "
are in numbers, he can catch an individual bird
"Twain stood up, and all the audie~ce settle,'
in midair, swallow it whole, digest its meat in b~ck in their seats. He congratulated Sutton on
~is lower throat and disgorge the head, feet and his remarkable .performance and then turned" and
feathers and wings.
congratula_ted me on holding my cue so stead.
On a ridge to the north of Brother Glacier fastly dunng my lon1? tenure in the chair. Then
parent birds of several fa~ilies of gla~co11:s gulls he told a story.
inhabit the top of a rock pmnacle, which Juts up
",'(!nee in Nevada," he began; '"dropped into
in a wild gorge close to a thin water fall. A~ the a billiard room casually and picked up a cue and
visitor approaches the birds set up a hue and cry, began to knock the balls around. The proprietor,
11colding in a way that no true-spirited burgo- who was a red-haired man, with such hair as I
master would do.
have never seen anywhere except on a torchThe adult bird is an admirable aviator and when asked .me)f I would like to play. I said 'Yes.':
the Navy planes scared the thousands of little He said, Knock the balls around a little and let
auks into the air and made them restless for me see how you can shoot." So I knocked them
hours on end, the burgomaster gulls watched the around and thought I was doinl!.' pretty well when
whole proceedings with a supercilious stare, con- he said;, "That's all ~ight: 1'11 play you Iefttemptuous both of the dovekies and of the slow handed. It hurt my pr1ds, but I played him. We
take-off and heaviness in flight of the mechanical banked for the shot and r.e Wl(>.h it. Then he combirds.
menced to play, and I commeMed to chalk mv cue
The glaucous gull can make headway into the to g-et ready to play, and he 1tent on playing and
wind without seeming to move a muscle, stop dead I went on chalking my cue; u,,d he played and I
•AS though equipped ;with four-wheel brakes, a~d
chalke.d all. through the game. When he had
bank a turn with the best acrobats of the au. run hlS strmg out I said:While the more common tern bounces along with
" ' "That's wonderful. Perfectly wonderful!
each win_g stroke the glaucous gull of the Arctic If you c~n play that way left-ham:ed, what could
has steadiness and grace that is unexcelled.
you do right-handed?'"
The young gull is a pi:ize boob. He squawks
" ' "Couldn't do anything," he said; '1'111 a leftlike an ill-mannered child, gabbles about himself handed man." ' "
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Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.

LATEST ISSUES
1157 Young Wild West and the Range Boss· or Crooked
' '
. Work at the Sleepy J.
ll.li9 " and the Mexican Deadshot; or, The Shootlns
•
Match On the Border.
1160 " at Hard Luck: or, Arletta and the Stream of
Gold.
1161 " Defending a Ranch; ot, Besieged by Cattle
•
,
Rustlers.
1162 " and the Miner's Trap; or, Arletta's Great Shot
l~c!~3. High Fair: or, The Liveliest Time ori
1163 "

No. 1, NOPOLEON'S

'

;

ORA0ULUM

AND

DREAM

8OOK.-Containing the great oracle of human destiny;
also the true meaning of almost any kind of dreams1
together· with charms, ceremonies and curious games ox
<'ards.
N. 2. HOW TO DQ TRIOB:8.- The great book of
m11glc and card tricks, ·containing tun instructions on
all leading card tricks of the day~ also the tnost popular
magical 11Jusions as performed oy our leading magicians; every boy should obtain a copy of this book.
N. 3, HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and wlles of flirtation are fully explained by: this little book. Besides the
various methods of handkerchief, tan, glove, parasol,
,vtndow and hat flirtation. it contains a full list of the
language and sentiment of flowers.
N. 4. HOW TO DANOE is the title of this little book
rt contains full instructions in the art ot dancing eu:
11uette in the ballroom and at parties, how to dress' and
full directions for calllng off in all popular square dances.
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to
love, ' courtship and marriage, giving sensible advice,
rules and etiquette to be observed, with many cudous
and interesting things not generally known.
No. 6, HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.-Gfving
full Instructions for the use of dumbells, Indian clubs,
,,arallel bars, horizontal bars and various other methods
of developing a good, healthy muscle; containing over
s!xty 1llustratlons.
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRD8.-Handsomely Ulnetrated an d containing full instructions for the manage•nent an dtralntng of the canary, mockingbird, bobolink,
hlackblrd, paroquet, parrot, etc.
No. 9.

HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.,.....

By Harry Kennedy. Every fntell1gent boy readtn_g this
hook of Instructions can master the art, and create
:tmount of fun for .himself and frlende. It ts the grea •
l'St book ever published.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.--'l'he art of self-defense made
••asy. Containing_ over thirty 11lustrat1ons of guards,
hlows and the different positions of a good boxer, Every
1,oy should obtain one of th11se useful and Instructive
hooks, as it wlll teach you to box without an Instructor.
N. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A most
,·omplete little book, containing full directions for writ•
ing love-letters, and when to use them, giving specimen
letters tor young and old.
No. 12. HOW TO W.RITE LETTERS TO LADIES.Giving complete instructions for wr1Ung letters to ladles
on all subjects; also letters of introduction, notes and
requests.
No. 18. HOW TO DO IT: or, BOOK ot ETIQUETTE.
-It Is a great life secret, and one that every young man
desires to know about. There's happiness 1n It.
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete hand- '
book for making all kinds of candy, ice-cream, syrups,
essences, etc.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL,-One of the
brightest and most valuable little books ever given to the
world. Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male and female. The secret 111 simple and
,
almost costless.
N. 20, HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING
·P.&.RTY.-A most complete compendium of games sports,
card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable tor parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more
ror the money than any book pu1<>J1shed.
No. 28. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.-This little
book gives tll:e explanation to all kinds of dreams, tl>1,'ether with lucky and unlucky days.
No. 2'l. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLEMEN,-Containing full directions for writing to gentle·
men on all subjects.
No. 25. HOW TO BECQJIIE A GYMNAST.-Containins full directions for all kinds of gymnastic sports and
athletic etrcises. Embracing thirty-five illustrations. By
W. Macdonald.
Professor
.
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1190
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